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Preface 
I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Tra:aistor is a new device employing a semi-conductor base materi al 
in conjunction ,iith multiple point contacts to perfor~ many of the functions 
of vacuum tubes . The unit ws.s first puhlicly announced by Bell Telephone 
Laboratories in July, 194S, and it has r eceived wide-spr <-x:.d attention among 
technical per sonnel since that date. The technical information made avail-
able t hrough t he current literature has been confined l argely to popular 
descriptions of the device ~md r eports of elementary experiments performed 
by a very few private individuals . Papers presented at technical meetings 
I 
rl 
II ~~ ~~ 
I 
by members of r esearch organizations have offered a t entative theor.r 
ccoun iJ 
of t he 1\ ing for the predominant effects in the Transistor e.nd ch9.racteristies 
early laboratory units. 
The operational characteristics of the early Transistor units i-ndica.te 
that a series of types may be developed for mass production which would be 
suitable for use in m ny applications now employing ulti-element vacuum 
tubes . Present designs display limitations in maximum pow·er output , high 
random noise level, moderate gain , and very poor r esponse above a few mega-
cycles. It is not yet known whether these limitations are functions of the 
designs now_ employed or whs ther t hey a ·e inherent in the nature of the phe-
no~enon r~sponsible f or the observed effects. 
The small size, :tl..igh power efficiency, lo1-r .JO'mr requirements 1 and per-
manent life f eatures of the Transistor make these units adapt able to a wide 
Vf'.riety of applications in t he fields of communications, in:;.: trtL1'll.entf-ltion, 
control, and research in biology and psychiatry. 
II 
I -r 
I 
New effects and useful combinations of effects ivhich have been dis-
II 
II P.2. __ _ 
i 
I 
covered in the short time during which the Transistor has been under inves- II 
tig' tion hold pr o:nise of its application to a variety of problems in which I' .I 
the vacuum tube has not been found suitable . 
Sta.tement of Problem: 
II 
II 
The current theory proposed t o describe the effects observed in the I 
operation of the Transistor is the r esult of the f ailure of a previous clas-
sical t heor.r of surface conduction in semi-conductors to st and the test of 
critical expel''imenta.tion. The Transistor action was discovered during the 
course of experi ments being performed to establ isl1 the basis of the new mod-
ification of the theory. 
The general experimentation initiated by the publication of t he origi-
1 
nal r esults a.11d theory of Transistor aetion has yielded a variety of effects I 
which have not yet been t horoughly investigated , corre~ated , nor integr~ted 11 
into the theory. This state of affairs exist s l argely because of the new- 'I 
ness of th$ art and the t endency toward secrecy inherent in the development I 
of any process having i.'l'fiportant industrial application. It appears now, 
hmrever, that the entire subject of solid ste.te theory, theory of surface 
states , and the chemistry, metallurgy, and physics of semi-conductors is 
about to be transported into industrial laboratories. !t also appears that 
fUture students of electrical engineering will be obliged to study the ac-
tion of semi-conductors as a part of their engineer ing training. 
I 
; 
Three general prob3.ems a.rise as a direct result of this ne>f development I 
coming out of pure reset>.rch in Physics; i 
I 
I 
~--=-~=~=9======================================~ 1:~--===== 
I 
1: 
---~=====c~====== ====~====================~===== 
1. Experiinen-ta.tion: 
The effects of Transistor action must be extensively investigated 
by experiments on the types of material suitable for t he base material, ef-
• 
fects of doping and t he best quantity and combination of doping agents , ef-
f ects of surface treat _, ent a.nd bes t processes and active agents, and the 
possibility t hat t he same .or other desirable ef f ects mi ght be produced by 
the application of different techniques to a different class of mat erials. 
2 . Theory: 
Adequate theories must be developed and subjected t o critical ex-
perimentation to est ablish a sati sfactory descr i ption of the effect s ob-
served during the per foYmance of the fi rst problem. These theories should 
be generic r at her than specific, a.nd should serve to point the way for 
further advances~ The law of parsimony should be invoked in .the formation 
and presentation of t hese t heories . 
,3. .Conm.1ercializa tiona 
The collllllercia.lization of t he Tre,nsistor i nvolves t wo inter-related 
fields of investigation: 
a ., Mass production method, economical of time and ma.terials , must 
be developed for t he processing of the base mater i al end its subse~uent 
treatment to develop t he desired char acteri stics fo r each of the numerous 
types of units ·Hhich ultimately "'·i'ill be developed. It may become necessary 
to develop new me.teria.l s and processes f or t he manufactur e of contacts, or 
new techniques for the application of contacts dirE>ctly on the body of the 
bese material . A variety of mechanical configurations w~ll be necessary to 
meet the r equirements of st ability and size dict!l.ted by t he various 
applications . 
I LE. 
b. New circuit techniques will be r equired to accommodate the im-
pedance and transfer characteristics of the present Transist ors. Ha.ny ira-
mediate applications are now waiting in which the Trttnsistor may be substi-
tuted for vacuu~ tubes with moderate re-design. Some applications vdll re-
spond to the application of vrell developed practices in t he r ealm of imped-
I 
rl 
II 
I 
I 
ance matching networks and transformers . It will be necessary in aany in- 11 
stances to develop ne :r techniques for the production of m.il;lia.ture conponents ~~ 
in order to fully realize the advantages in size and weight offered by the , 
I 
I 
'l'ransi star. 
At this early stage in the development of the Transistor, it i s not yet I 
possible to predict with any degree of accuracy whe.t char acteris tics ~ill be 
available in various units . This factor hinders ar.fmalysis of potential ap-
plications . Ho-.rever, i t should be possible to lll9.ke use of the known effects 
as a basis for predicting what general types of units may well be made 
available, and proceed 1ri th an ena.lysis of probable fields of usefulness as 
well as to discuss some of the problems likely to be encountered in typical 
applications . 
Purpose of Thesis: 
This thesis has as its purpose the following objectives; 
1. Informatiol!.: 
To assemble as much information on the Transist or as is aitailable 
from publi shed articles, technical ps.pers presented before pr ofessional 
societies , and personal contacts llith investigators working in the field. 
I 
I 1~--~~----=-~~~=-=~--~====--=~~~F~= 
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Experimentation: 
To report the r esults of elementary e.:h1Jeriments performed on 
Transistors a ssembled from readily available mater i al s and tes ts on typical 
circuits using co~nercial uni ts . 
3. Evaluati on: 
To evaluate the potential applicability of the Transistor to vari-
ous categories based on circuit function, and to examine a va riety of s _.eci-
fie applica tions in terras of currently known advantages and disadvantages. 
4 . Intent : 
The context, both t heoretical and experimental , is presented with 
t he i ntent thB.t it shall form a foundation for the orientation of persons 
desiring to become acquainted with Transistors . To that end 1 only that por-
t ion of solid state theory which is currently considered to manifest itself 
in the action of the Tra.'1sistor as a. circuit element vdll be presented , no 
a ttempt being made to l~e-phrase the considerable theory already adequately 
expressed in comprehensive \.-lorks on the subject . 
I Method: 
The objectives outlined above have been fulfilled in the follow~ng 
manner: 
1 . . I nforma.tion: 
a... Technical releas.es : 
The a rticles appearing in technical and popular j ou.rnal.s are 
l argely repetitious.. I n a number of insU;tnces the same text has appeared 
unaltered in several publications without giving credit t.o the ori ginal 
source. There have been suffici ent ea ses , ho1,•ever, in which a small amount 
of ne~.v information has been inclu.ded with the balance of the material so as 
to justify the ti:rue spent in attempting to uncover all possible references 
to Transistors or the history of amplifying crystals, 
The lack of generally available information is adequately explained in 
t he contents of a. communication from the 1-Jeste:rn Electric Company to the 
1 
writer. This letter, dated February 16, 1949, is the reply to a request 
for any type of technical information on the Transistor and contains the 
following st atement; 
"As to technical information on the a..._Jplication of Transistors, 7tl'e 
regret to adYise that no formal information has as yet been pre-
pared for general distribution. However, there is attached Bell 
System l:.fonograph B-1574 which will provide some basic information. 
It is suggested that reference also be made to articles appearing 
in the September 1945 and January 1949 issues of Electronics. It 
is expected that a number of additional articles "Will appear shortly 
in various technical journals that 'Will be of interest to you." 
The Bell System Monograph referred to above. consists of reprints of 
three articles which constituted the original public release of information 
in the form of letters to the editor of ''The Physical lteview" for July 15) 
1948. 21314rhe articles referred to in the technical J·ourneJ. "Electronics"5'6 . 
. . I 
are l argely descriptive with inclusions of graphs t~~en from the original 
Bell Laboratory articles or from slides presented by Bell Laboratory person-
nel at technical meetings. 
It is interesting that during the first 'nine months follo-vd.ng the dra-
matic disclosure .of the Transistor by Bell Laboratories there has not yet 
been any further r elease of technical information by the originating labora-
1 •. Ref,. No. 43 Western Electric Go. 
2 • Re£. No . 3 J. Bardeen, and w. H. Brattain 3. Ref, No. 6 i·J .H .. Brattain and J. Bardeen 
4- Ref. No,. 40 w. Shockley and ., T v,. ..... P&.arson 
5. Ref. No. 11 "Electronic.s 11 Stafi' 
6. Ref. No. 14 ttElectronicstt Staff 
tocy appearing in the technical or professional journals. Lectures have 
consisted primarily of a discussion of newly propo~ed theories of surface 
states and rectification in semi-conductors,. with repetition of' the perform- I 
ance data originally released combined With a brief demonstration of an 
audio oscillator and amplifier. 
b. Personal contacts: 
Most of the new information on the Transistor bas been obtained 
from several other investigators working on tbe subject. The person at the 
General Electric 'rhompson Laboratocy responsible for their diode >.;ork we.s 
contacted. The author of a series of articles on Transistor experiments wa.s 
contacted during a trip by the 1vri ter to New York, This contact lead to an 
investigator working at the Boston electronic laboratories of the Sylvania 
Electric Products, Inc •• A Visit was made to these l aboratories and a number I 
of new points of technical interest learned. Discussions with the project 
engineer and the a.d;·n.inistrative head of the laboratory emphasized the impor-
tance which Sylvania and other commercial laboratories a r e placing on the 
develop...11ent of the Transistor, both for sale as an item of trade and for 
manufacture and eA~loitation by organizations which anticipate its use in 
their operations. 
c. Periodicals: 
Information in periodicals has been obta.ined through personal sub-
scriptions, specific searches at libra.ries1 e.nd through the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Library Research facili t ies . 
Tally cards have been kept on 9erio'dicals which have been scanned 
and are SunL~arized in Te.ble ~I in t he Bibliography. This chart indicates 
~==tt--=-- ---- -------- ~===== 
he most likely shources of information as measured by their contributions 
uring the interval ' from June, 194S into the Spring of 1949. 
d. Bibliography: 
The ne1mess of t he subject of Tra~sistors has afforded a unique op-
ortunity to obtain a r ather complete bibliograpcy dating from the ori o-inal 
to the Spring of 1949. 
The bibliography at the end of this thesis i s divided into two 
oupe: (1) Referenc~ Bibliography; and (2) Comprehensive Bibliography. In 
I h~ first group are li_oted those arti cles vrbich contt:~.in significant informa- ' 
the t echnical characteristics or theory of the Transistor. This 
i intended for those who wish to become acquainted with the device 
perform experiments. The second section contains a list of all refer-
to the Transistor or supporting material used 1n the discussion of the 
heory of semi-conductors. 
'l'o f acilitate compilation of t he dat a. a t a la·ter date, a cross 
referenced card file system was set up to accommodate the subject matter 
referred to or contained on the cards used in condensing the bibliographical 
aterial. In this sytem, a chronological reference number is assigned each 
article , item of correspondence, or significant conversation at the time it 
is recorded. A tabulat ion of numbers is kept on a separate set of cards 
giving the name of the author to whose article the na~ber has been assigned. 
When co~pletely processed, the reference cards are filed in numerical se-
quence by refer ence nwnber. Figure 1 shows the content of a typical refer-
ence card. 
II 
"Crystal Detectors and t heir Possibilities as 
~~plifiers and Oscillators" 
John ~T. Hillion , Jr. 
"Radio News" , Vol . 5, No.6, Dec ., 19231 P•714 
New Engle~d Deposit Library; Call No. 8010A243 
T-38 
Characteristic curves of crystal diodes. Local bias 
ba.tt . gives effect of amplification due to change of 
operating point and hence rectification efficiency, 
Galena, silicon, and carborw1dum studies~ Biased diode 
can bereplaced by equival ent variable r esistor . No 
actual gain. Reports hesitancy of Dr. Pickard to di s-
cuss his 1915 oscillating cryst al (possibly due to 
application) . True amplification of power should be 
possible. Hints at boundary layer theory of rectifi-
cation, 
Figure 1 
Typical Reference Card 
John W. l-iillion, Jr. 
"Crystal Detectors and their Possibilities as 
~~plifiers and Oscillators" 
"Radio News", Vol.5 1 No.6 , Dec.,l923, p.714 
Ne1-r England Deposit Library 
Call No . : SOlO A 243 
Figure 2 
Typical Author Card 
T-38 
T-17 
An "author" card is made for each reference, 'l'hese cards are 
filed in alphabetical order by !l.uthor1 s last name. Figure 2 shows a typical 
author card . 
e. Subject cross:-file: 
The information contained on each reference card is broken down 
into a cross file. Index cards show the sub-titles , and car ds carry the 
refernce numbers followed by a brief indication of t he type of information 
available on the refer ence card or in the article i tself. The sa~e item of 
information may appear on several cross file cards. The sub-titles are 
given in Table I. 
2. Experiments: 
Certain experiments have been performed on Transistors made from 
readily available materials and with COIDh<ercial units. The manufacture of 
Transistors has been underta...lten for three reasons: (1) Units ,.rere needed to 
explore circuit applications and were not yet available at reasonable cost 
or on a reasonable delivery schedule; (2) The writer has an immediate appli-
cation for units of nominal characteristics if a satisfactory method of f ab-
rication could be worked out; (3) A pri.-·n.e determining factor in the choice 
of the subject of this report was the desire of the writer to obtain first 
hand experience in the operating characteristics of Transistors without sub-
jecting scarce and expensive purchased units to the multitudinous hazards of 
experimentation. The wisdom of this decision has bee0me increasingly appar-
ent as the course of the experimentation has proceeded. 
The :methods of fabrication and test of units and the procedures 
used in exploring circuit possibilities are discussed in the sections of 
this report which deal with the r esults obtained at each stage of the in-
Applications 
Assembly 
Circuits 
Contacts 
Data 
Definitions 
Historical 
Investigators 
Table I 
Materials 
l-ieasuremen ts 
Relationships 
References · 
Semi-conductors 
Transistor Theory 
Treatments 
Cross-File Sub-titles 
.12 . 
vestigation. In general, however, materi als were obtained from type JN21 
and 1.N34 crystal diodes available on the market . Mountings were adapted 
from standard miniature connectors with suitable insulators and supp0rts. 
Tests were conducted with suitable test equipment available to the writer, 
and a test panel was designed to facilitate rapid rute.lysis of the character-
istics of the experimental units .. · 
An effort has been made to confine the experimental procedures to those 
operations which would result in the creation of Transistor units having 
useful, though perhaps novel, characteristics. The l ack of available infor-
mation on the treatments necessary to realize the optimum performance has 
hindered this activity. This situation he.s at times led to a l ack of order-
ly procedure and occasionally to digressions from the problem e. t ha.11d. In 
all cases t he magnitude of ex-ploration remaining dwarfs the fu-nount of vrork 
done. This situation, it appears , is generally true as regards the total 
progress made to date on the subject of surface treatments and suitable base 
materials. 
An investige.tion of this ty-pe, and more pa.rticularly at the present 
stage of the development of the art , does not permit of a final conclusion 
or result, The results of the experiments reported here-in are in the 
nature of ''interim progress reports ". It is intended that sufficient detail 
shall be included to offer guidance to persons interested in pursuing the 
subject f arther, 
J• Evaluation: 
The section dealing with the pott.o!uti~l application of Trar1.sistors 
is based on the hypothesis trvat satisfactory solutions will be found fo.r the 
efficient mass production of commercial units having a variety of assumed 
-----1 
I 
I 
---==~-
operating characteri stics . Neither of these assum tions i s suppor ted by 
facts at thi t ime of •.rriting. The evidence of his tory assures t hat, pure 
research failing, t he vei ght of economic pressure "W-ill f orce t he full-
fledged entry of the Transistor, or its successor, into the electronic 
world . It i s with this assurance, t hen, that the writer prognosticates the 
applications of an as yet non-existent device . 
Applications are classified by Transistor ch racter i st ics and circuit 
functions. Applic-s.tions themselves are expressed generically since s ecifie 
lis ting would require the itemized accounting of t he entire field of elec-
tronics with the exception of high poHer devices . Each type application is 
8nalyzed in tenus of presently know.u or indicated advantages and di sadvan-
tages of the current experi~ental units . 
\llier e present ch~racteristics of the units show t hat difficulty may be 
experienced in the application t o a specif ic t ype cir cuit, a. qualitative 
analysis i s made of the problems involved and lines of attack are suggested. 
The value of the Transistor exists by sole virtue of its use as a 
circuit element . Therefore the char acteri st i cs being employed in any given 
circuit •rill be discussed in terms of the currently av::dl able t heories of 
operation of the units , with r ef erence to such other theories of opera tion 
as might become controlling f actors i n the application. 
4. Intent: 
The first portion of this thesi's represents the i nformation com-
piled on the cross reference cards . An attempt i s made to trace the history 
of amplifying and oscill a ting crystal units fro."ll. the early da11onstra tions in 
1910 before the Physical Society of London, through the work of Pickard in 
and t he f anfare attending the di s closures by Lossev of Russi a in 1923 , 
I 
I 
L~ 
,, 
I 
I 
and the more recent pr·ognostico.ti ons of Huge;> Gernsback . The unexploi ted 
patents a.r e presented ag1e.ins t an environment of t 2chnica.l development of the 
semi-conductor diode during "\ITorld War II and the present trend of size r e-
duction of tubes and components t o show hoH· the Transistor i s a logical pro-
duct of the previous art and the present needs . 
'!'he t heoretical ba.ckground of surface state phenomenon is summarized in 
a manner intended for the introduction of the newer theories of Transistor 
action in semi-conductor s to persons not conversant vlth t he realm of solid 
st a te theory.. The embryonic state of the art seems to justify reporting 
a.ddi tional theories t-:l'.ich have not received general acceptance . 
? .14. 
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II. 
HISTORY of .A.l\fPLiffiNG CRYSTALS 
Preface: 
~n attempting to evaluate the importance of any new development, particu 
larly in the field of radio or electronics, it is necessary to consider the 
previous art in order to obtain the necessary perspective. Modern publicity 
. 
policies make such a compartson essential in the case of the Transistor. 
This survey of the history of amplifying crystals will include reference~ 
to the use of crystals as sources of oscillations when uaed in conjunction 
with tuned circui ta. ln alm.ost all reports of work done on oscillating crys 
tals the idea of their potential use as amplifiers has been suggested; and 
in several instances ~~plification was achieved or was discussed in terms of 
the results obtained. 
1906: 
An article1 1~s written in 1924 concerning the application of oscillet-
ing and amplifying crystals to radio receivers states that 11- the oscillat-
ing crystal is not ne,;;" and was investigated in 1906. No details or refer-
ences are given. 
1910: Dr. W.H. Eccles: 
Dr .. Greenleaf w. Pielaard, in an article2 written in 1925, states that: 
"All credit for discovery and publication is due Dr. W.H. Eccles, 
who in May, 1910, demonstrated before the Physical Society of 
London, a galenal qrystal combination ea)able fo-r generating 
oscillations." 
1. Ref. No. 32 "Radio News" Staff 
2. Ref. No. 26 Pickard 
r ====hF=====-=~--==========L.i l6. 
According to trd.s account , Dr .• Eccles ha.d been plotting crystal rectifi-
er curves and noted t he ttnegative resistance" portion of t he curve. Realiz-
ing the possibilities of this che.racteristic, he applied his cl"'.rst als to 
tuned circuits and obta.ined oscillation. He ascribed the negative slope of 
the voltage-current curve to the establishment of a miniature arc between 
the tip of the contact and the body of the crystal. The shape of t he curve 
and t he cireui t s used are similar to those employed 1-d. th a Poulson arc for 
w"ireless telegraph service during t he early da.ys of radi o., 
1915; Dr. Greenleaf vi. Pickard: 
Dr. Pickard , i n his 1925 article1 ,. relates that he had used the crystal 
oscillator circuit during some experiments performed in 1915 and realized 
l at er that he had obtained oscille.t ions eV(::!n though he had not been looking 
for them and had not recognized them a.t the time. 
In a recent article on crystal detectors2, AcQuay eredi ts Pickard lrl th: 
"Subsequently, Pickard •res successful in producing oscillations with a crys-
tal detector circuit, so t hat t he circuit could be operated as a bea t re-
ceiver." During these experiments he tried molybdenite, zincite, chalcopy-
rite, iron sulphide , galena, iron pyrites, and pyrolusite. 
A quotation of Dr. Pickard, contained in a lead editorial announcing the 
Transistor3, indicates that Pickard realized the potenti alities of the os-
cilla.ting crystal but f ailed to produce a satisfactory circuit. Dr. Pickard 
is quoted as saying: 
"Any contact which doesn•t obey Ohm ' s la-w can be us ed to produce 
oscillations. A cryste.l detector can also be made to amplify -
although the simple contact must be changed to something more complex." 
l. Ref. No. 26 Pickard 
2. Ref,. No. 2la Mc~"lua.y 
3. Ref .. No- 31 llfl.adio Craft" 
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1923; John W. Milli on, J r .: 
A paper entitled "Cry..;tal Detectors and Their Possibilities as Amplifi-
ers and Oscilla tors"1 was published in December, 1923, by J olm \l. Hi llion , Jr. 
The greater part of this article dec 1 t ;-ri t h the increased output to be ob-
tained from & cryst al detector when biased to a more f av r able operating 
point, and it was pointed out t hat there is no actual pov.-er ga in involved. 
Milli on reports the hesitancy of Dr. Pickard to discuss his work done 
in 1915 and surmises th t further work may have ~ i sclosed commercial appli-
cations . He ste tes that "--amplification should be possible . " and hints 
quite broadly at t e pr esently proposed botuldary layer theoiy eA~lanation 
of 'I'ransis tor action . 
1924; o. V. Lo.,sev (Engineer , Itu~sia...Tl Govenm1ent Radio Laboratories): 
1 . The "Cr.ystodyne" : 
In September, 1924, the publication 11P..a.dio News" car ried a lead 
editorial, 111 -·en;::;ational Radio Invention 112 , e.r.d a feat ure &rticle, "The 
CrystodynG Pr i.nciple 113, both rele.ting to the inv~ntion of an ampli fying 
crystal by O.V . Lossev, an engineer in the Russian Government Radio Labora.-
tories . According to these references , the original soUQ·ces of the informa-
tion had been contained in t he "Radio Electricite" of Paris. 
Hussi an ru ateurs had , dur ing t he sum.mer of 1924, used crystal recti-
fiers in oscillating cir cuits for t:cans::nission of r adio s i gnals , and in 
!amplifying circuit s f or the amplification of received signals and detected 
audio modulation. The e~formance of t he r eceivers was essentially the 
same as that of any regenerative type r eceiver. It was even observed that 
1 . Ref,. No. 22 !fill ion 
--~--' 2. 
Ref . No . 17 Gernsback 
J . Ref . No . 32 "Radio News" Staff 
----
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oscilV,_ tions might occur with only the po~rer of the received wave providing 
the source of energy. 'l'he characteristics of the transmitter were those of 
an arc transmitte:r of low power. 
"Radio News~'~ -was cautious about announcing the discovery, end built a 
transmitter and receiver in their laboratories before publishing the ar-
ticles . The results of their eJ..-peri:nents prompted some enthusiastic state-
ments, a few samples being: 
~'~--sensational- epcch-making invention of~~. o.v. Lossev" 
"In other words, THE C:RYS'I'AL NGH REPLACES 'l'HE VAC'!JUH TUBr-:." 
":That the radio industry is du e for an entire revolution through 
tlds invention there seems to be no question. 11 
11 In the mean-while , t he Seventh Heaven has been opened up to a.ll 
dyed-in-the-wool r adio experimenters ." 
This l ast quotation turned out to be prophetic, f or after J anuary of the 
following year no further r ecord of commercial activity appears in the 
records. T~o additional reports on experimental investig~tions , however, 
? 
appeared; one by Podliaskyl and one by the "jnvent or" Lossev-. It will be 
recalled that Eccles had established prior claim to the circuit. Both 
articles give circuits , materials, treatments, and test data. 
Two factors which were discussed in each of the technical a rticles deal-
ing with the »Crystodyne Principle", as it was called, have a direct bearing 
on the study of Transistors: 
2. "Negative Resi s tance"; 
The r el ation of the back current to the back voltage for crystal 
rectifiers is presented by graphs and in the discussion of the action of the 
1. Ref .. No. 27 Podliasky 
2. Ref. No .. 21 Losaev 
II 
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amplifying circui ts . l It i s aptly pointed out tha.t t he t erm "Nega t ive 
Resiste.nce" is ::n.isleading, i f not a misnomer. ilhat is rea lly meant is th t 
the slope of the curr ent-voltage curve r everses and b~s a negative value. 
The resi s tance v ue r-m ins positive a t s.ll times . 
The modern Transis tor unit exl1ibits the same curves . For any fixed 
value of positive potential on the control electrode, t he out";ut current vs 
inverse voltage curve he.s the same shape as the curves s hown by Hr. Lossev. 
As t he cont r ol potenti a l of the Trrnsi stor is varied, a f e.mily of curves is 
presentel . 
3. 
F..ach of' th"' pa Jers stre ses the s imile.:d.ty of the curves obtained 
P.nd the oscilla t or circuits used to the t echniques then in use on a rc type 
I transzri t ter;.;:,. .1r . Lossev sta tes1 t oot t he nega tive slope of the r s istance 
curve might •..;ell be c""'u sed by t he establishment of miniature arcs bP.tween 
the sides of the conica l oint and t he rough crys t al surfa ce. 
the analogy by saying t hat the "break-dov.n" potential f or arcs 
He continues I, 
is , approxi- { 
mately 100 times the sustaining potenti al difference, while for crystals the 11 
ratio is . bout 3:1. He gives a t able listing eighteen combinations of body II 
1 
and contact materials in order of th9 "'trengtb of the effect observed . The 
best combina tion consisted of &. Zincite contact r; ga ins t a body of ca rbon 
with t he ca rbon poled (-). / 
This controlled 11brea.lc-do-w-n 11 in the negative resis tance slope region of II 
the Tra sistor offers possibilities of triggered circuits and perhaps unique l. 
,---==II 1 1. Ref. No . 21 Lossev \1 
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modulation methods . The possibility that miniature arcs exist through the 
normally insulating barr ier should not. be disregarded until their existence 
is definitely disproven . Their existence might also ;-rell account for the 
high noise level observed in the units within their normal oper~ting range; 
for if sparking on a minute scale is taking place at ~he boundary, a time 
constant would be ~1volved which would tend to enhance the noise generated 
a.t the lower frequencies, which is in accordance •iith the observed phenome-
non. 
1926; Purdue University; 
In 1926, Purdue University took over the research task of finding 
methods for purifying the element Germanium.1 • While this -work was not di-
rected at the creation of semi-conducting rectifiers, it resulted in the 
development of a method which was responsible to a large degree for the 
wide application of Germanium crystal diodes to rad~r equipment during 
1{orld ~Jar II. During the war Purdue was active in the application of Ger-
manium to diodes having special characteristics. 
!he production techniques worked, out for the mass production of diodes 
and the existence of sources of supply for Germanium are controlling factors 
in the potential commercialization of the Transistor. The work of western I 
Electric Co., General Electric Co. , and Sylvania Electric Products Co . in 
the manufacture of crystal diodes during the war pl aces them in preferential 
positions for t ile development and commercialization of Transistors. I 
1947; "P~dio-Craft": 
It has for years been the policy of Hugo Gernsbaek, editor of r adio 
maga zines since t he early days of r adi,o, t o indulge in •imagineering" 
1. Ref. !~o. 4i3 White 
I 
I 
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' t hrou gh tht~ medium of f cetiou s e.rticles in his . 'ublic:::.ti ns . Cui t e f re-
quently t here has been more engi ne.:r ing t han im-.·gination, despite t he humor . 
' Such a;;pe8.r s t o e t he c ~::. se 1-rit h the nApril Fool" article "New t Crystron 
Lapel F:adion Hri tten under the pen nsme of Moh!unmed Ulysses Fips •1 
I TJ:->.is r ticle de~,cribe 
1925 in which a cr-tstal is 
t hr;c 11 I nterflex11 cir cuit su"'ge.o>ted by G_rnsba.ck in 
inserted in the grid lead of a one tube radi o re-
ceiver to permit the dual f unction of t he tube as , detector and audio am-
plifier. The aYailHbiJ.i ty of Germanium cr.rst~ls px-esu:mably prompted f urt he).0 
th0ugh along this line . The development , i t i s stLt~d 1 consisted of com-
bining t ho crys t a l with the va.cuu.'ll tube into one unit ln-1. th a result ,.rhich 
has all t he features of t he pr e ent Tran s i s tor exce. t r e lity, thouoh a 
.model was built to be photogr aphed . 
If the glass bulb and va cuum a.r e deleted from the following uotation, 
t here is n o pos s ible di s t inction bot weon t he Crystron of Gernsba ck 8n t he 
Tran s i s t or of Bell Telephone Labora t ories : 
nHere we rurve a cr;y-stel detector (silicon, galena , or copper pyrites ) 
i n t he usual s t : le , wi th a fixed ca tvhi sker. Now comes the N • r BIG 
THOUGHT .-- the grid . The grid can bv a. s ingle or multiple, sha.r ply 
pointed 1-Tire or .,.d.res , coming ~ close to t he ca t vhinker wire --
but n e-ver touching it . 'l'he combin~.tion i s t hen pl a ced in the usual 
glass bul b, 1-Thich ha s a hi gh vncuu.m. Now the incoming signal 'Will 
be s t eered or tri ggered as in a regula r· v ""cu:um tube -.d. th a n ot ble 
exception -- NO A- BATTERY I S RBQUI RED. 11 
The c··pitalization and und~rscoring are in the ori ginal a rticle . The 
circuit shown pl· ces t he b t tery an l phones i n t he same ~ olo.ri ty s i s nm 
used vrith the 'l'ransistor, but the input circuit is shown bet-vreen the t ro 
contacts r a t her tbnn be tween one conta c t and t he base of the cryst 1 . Ad-
dition~l more complica ted f orms of the device are proposed . 
1. Ref . No . 30 11Ra.di o-Craft" 
!I 
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I Two other points are worthy of note: (1) It i s proposed t hat the 
11pln.te 11 , or ca thode of his circuit , be made from a cont D.Ct which ha.s been 
tipped wit h a radio-~ctive subs t ance to increase the availability of elec-
trons , or in technica l terms t o reduce the work function of the contact. 
(2) This hypothetical device is supposed to be capable of SU[Jplving a.de-
qua te output power by deriving its energy from the incoming r adio w ve and 
the radio-actj:vi ty of the conte.cts . There e.re other r eferencesl to the 
ability o a CT;)rs t al circuit to oscille.te rlith only r eceived power. 'l'hi s 
feRture pe:rmits the · uthor to design a. ba ttery-les s receiver. 
1948; Bell T~lephone Labora t ories : 
rent gain of 500 times ~ms recorded. The effect tapered r apidly Hi th time, 
the explena.ticn proposed being tha.t the electrons bece..me t rapped .il tbe 
l a.ttice i mper: 'ections and built up e. spac e,.. charge uhich l"epel,led t he incom-
ing electrons . The experimenters 1-rere unable to measu:i:-2 any time de:lay be-
t ween t he application of t he high energy b am. of electrons e..nd t he .flo'.r of 
the 3.;.tnplified current. 
It i s propos ed in the article th~t the device might beco~e of co~~ercial 
importance 1 but tJ.ad for the time heing grea. t theoretical VQJ.ue in s tud;ying 
the structure of crystals . 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
Ref. No. 32 
Ref. No • .38 
Ref. No . 33 
nRadio News " 
"Scientific Arnerico.n" 
Rittner 
II P.2 
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2. Transi stor: 
In t he course of ex:?eriments bei ng perfor~n.ed by t he solid s t ate 
physics group, certain effects of surface conductance were noted which did 
not confonn with t he accepted t heory of the conditions existing at the sur-
f ace of the semi-conductors. A modification of t he t heory vras proposed and 
confirmed by ex eriment. An "area of inter action" was found to eY.is t on the 
surface of a semi-conductor in the vicinity of e. point contact. 
sequently found t hat a second el ectrode, located within t he area 
It was sub- ~~~ 
of inter- j 
II 
action, would affect t he flow of current in the f i rst contact. This dis-
covery forms t he basi s of t he Transi st or , which ~>l'a s publicly announced on 
June 30, 1948. 
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III. 
THE TF..ANSISTOR 
Development: 
The history of the dis covery of the 'I'r'dllsistor action up to the time of 
the first public announcement i s contained in n article 1-rhich appears in 
81 2 the "Bell Laborat ories Record" for August, 194 , and in "Electronics" • 
The Bell Telephone Laboratories began research in semi-conductors over 
24 years e.go and l·>_ter est blished a Solid State Physics Group which is now 
under the supervision of Dr. Will i a.'ll Shockley. Semi-conductors are con-
sidered an ide 1 field for research because of potential commercial possi-
bilities and rich scientific interest .1 The diamond-chip amp][ier previously 
discussed i s en example of the type of activity c -rried on by this group • .3 
1. Spreading Resistance : 
Two phases of investigation were under vray simult~:~eously. The 
"Nature of the Forw rd Current in Genna._Tlium Point Contacts114 was being in-
vestigated in order to determine the manner in lrhich the spreading r esis-
t ance around a contact varied as a function of the distance from the con-
tact ccrrying forward current. This experiment disclosed an "Excess Con-
ductivity11 in the immediate vi ci nity of the conb.ct which was appreciably 
greater than the conductivity which would be calculated for the body resis-
tance only. The date "~<rere obtained by making probe measurements of t he 
pot ential -.dth respect to the base contact in the vicinity of the current 
carrying contact. For a medium of uniform resistivity t and contact di-
1. Ref . No. 5 11Bell Labor, .. t ories Record" 
2. Ref. ~o- 11 "Electronics" 
3. Ref. No. 33 Rittner 
4. Hef. No .. 6 Brattain & Bardeen 
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ameter.!:! the spreading resistance is calculated from the following equation~ : 
I 
'When applied to the conditions of the experiment, this equation gave a 
value of Rs :: 2000 ohms, whereas the values measured ran only a rew: hundred 
ohms for the forward resistance of the point contact. The voltage drop 
across the surface was much lower than calcula. ted when measured in the vi-
cini ty of the current carcying contact and approached the theoretical value 
asymptotically for greater spacings~ Va.r:i.ous surface treatments were tried . 
/ 
The excess conductivity near the current carrying contact was attributed to 
the liberation of excess "holes" in the vicinity of the contact. The nature ! 
of these "holes" will be discussed in the section dealing with the Theory of 
the Transistor. 
2. Surface Conductivity Modulations 
A second ex-periment was set up to test the hy-pothesis that surface 
conductivity would be increased if additional electrons were induced on the 
surface of a semi-conductor by the application of an electrostatic field2. 
One face of a slab of semi-conductor was made one plate of a capacitor and 
the conductiVity across the face measured" The results of the experiment 
were negative, thus indicating that the number of surface charges available 
to carry c~'ent had not been increased nor their mobility increased. 
The failu.re of the second experimeut to conform w1 th the theory, 
plus the excess conductivity noted from the first experiment, led Ba.rdeen 
and Brattain to formulate a new hypothesis to account for the actions noted 
in close proximity to a current carrying contact. 
1. Ref. No. 6 Bratta.in & Bardeen 
2. Ref. lio. 40 Shockley & Pearson 
P.25 . 
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Up to this point , the work had been carried on as a usual function of 
the Solid State Physics Group, working in the realm of pure science. Two II 
determining factors now became operative which resulted in the development 
of bbe Transistor: 
1. ~.faterials and techniques had been develGped during I'Torld !Jar II for 
the production of Genna.nium crystal diodes" Contacts and doped Germanium 
were readily available . 
2. Applications were waiting for the development of. the Transistor, 
and the pressure of t he entire hist.ory of amplifying crystals w-as brought 
bear on the problem. According to· vfuite: 
11The general idea of h3..Ving two contacts of li.lilited area closely 
adj acent on some conductor of peculiar properti es is apparently 
quite old , according to Patent Office reeords,nl 
i 
I 
·I 
Publi: ""::tempting to evaluate any new dev~ce, it is necessary to take int<> ~~ 
accmL~t the e~ount , diversity, and nature of t he publicity associated with 
the public announcement of a new development and the reaction of the tech- 1 
nical press, This aspect of the Transistor will be covered briefly in order l 
to provide a background for the discussion of applications which will be 
based on the evaluation placed on the Transistor by qualified obsel:overs. 
1. First demonstrationt 
The first public announcement of the Transistor came in t b.e form of 
a full-dress demonstration staged by Bell Telephone Laboratories at t heir 
West Street Auditorium on June 30, 194S2 • '!'he program was first presented 
1. Ref. No .. 48 White 
2. Ref. No. 5 "Bell Telephone Laborat ories Reoord11 St aff 
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to the executives of New York and New Jersey A~T. & T. and Western Electric 
DiVisions. A seco:t.;~.d show was then presented for members of the press, at 
which time prepared copy lras made available. 
In addition to talks describing the units and predicting their poten-
tial commercial applications, there was an enlarged cut-a-way model of the 
Tr~sistor appro:xi.1Jlately eight feet ta.ll. Demonstra tion boards described 
the units and their characteristics, and the follmdng pieces of equipment 
were demonstrated-: 
1. A Transistor audio &llplifier was cut in and out of the circuit ::,e-
tween a. microphone and individual receivers. 
2 . An oscilloscope displayed the waveform of an audio signal with the 
Transistor in and out o£ the circuit. 
3. An audio frequency oscillator with adjustable tone was fed to a 
loudspea.lcer through an amplifier which could be cut in and out to demonstrat 
the immediate response feature without war~·up time. 
4w The video amplifier of a television receiver w-as arranged so tha. t a 
Transistor video amplifier in conjunction with an attenue.tor to give a net 
gain of one could be s•dtched in and out of the circuit. 
5. The vacuum tubes in a popular make of radio receiver had been re-
placed with Transistors. 
6. A large model superheterodyne radio receiver with pu.sl1-pull output 
stage had been built entirely of Transistors and Germanium diodes. 
It was sta ted th'lt the Transistor presents the f irst challenge to the 
acuum tube in 40 years, and promises to find applications where vacuum 
ubes have not proven suitable. 
II 
II 
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2 . First publication: 
The fir st official published inform~tion on the Transistor appeared ) 
in the July 15,. 194S, i ssue of "The Physical Revievrn in the forra of e. letter 
1 
to t he Editor da t ed June 25, 194S • Tlus letter outlined the n __ newly di o-
covered principle . " To the original diode etch had been added an anodic 
oxida tion in glycol bora t e solution to prepare the surface of the Germanium. 
The theory of conduction by "hole~'~ wa s presented as -.rell e.s a fevr of the · 
elemen'b1.ry rel a t i onships obsr;:;rved between currents and voltages . 
3· Techni.cal notice : 
The next significant contribution to the literature uas t he report 
on some elementary experiments performed by a.n engineer who had based his 
procedur es on .,cant published and "hear-sfly" info:rnw.tion2• His experiments 1 
da'llons';r, ted t hat. investigations of Transistor action could be carried on by 
1
1 
any competent r adio engineer 1d:th r eadily available mB.terials e.nd limited 
labora t ory facilities . This article appeared in the July i ssue of peri- 'i 
1 odical, or wi t h.i.n the ne:x-t following the demonst.r e.tion by Bell Telephone I 
l 
I 
I 
Laboratories . 11 
Tvm excellent survey articles with extensive di agr<o.ms showing the 
mechanism of "hole" conduction appeared in September, one in "EJ.ectronics"3, 
and the other in "Scientific Americann4. Both a rticles cover about the 
same material wi t b. the "Scientific l.U:ilerican" dia grams being somewhat more 
el aborately executed. 
1~ Ref. No. :3 Bardeen & Brattain 
2. Ref~ No . 42 1vells 
3. Ref . No. ll "El ectronics" 
4. Ref. No. 34 P..ockett 
4. Ind1.Yidual ExperimentertJ: 
A series of articles presenting the r esults of individual ex,eri-
me!lters appeared in the periodical, "Audio Engineering" for the six consecu-
1;2 .. .3 4 5,6 I 
tive months July, J.94S, through December, 1948 · " · ' ' • The em1Jh.a.sis was i 
placed on result s of experimental units constructed from.lXldified 1...~34 Ger -
manium diodes in special mounts . Typical circuit -values and circuits a re 
given for test equi;pment and operaticnnl circuits., Photographs and sketches 
portray various t ypes of experimental mounts. Performance data are dis-
cussed. Some attempt is made to offe.r theoretical explanations for t he ef-
-facts observed, though t he author apparently i s more interested in gaining 
a r apid over-all view of the parameters i nvolved and deriving therefrom 
some' cor. elusions about t he potential! ties o.f' the Transistor and possible 
manufacturing t echniques . 
'While the about articles give lit tle information on t he t reatm.ent 
of the Germ?Jlium, they still constitute the main source of inform, tion on 
experimental techniques and results . A rather pess~~stie note is occasi-
ona.lly struck by reporting the anomalous beh$.1/ior of a number of units .• 
The l atest report in the period covered by this thesis indicates 
amateur experimenters are still active and are producing well designed 
units for experimental purposes 7• 
1. Ref. No. 42 \.Yells 
2 .• Hef. No .. 44 White 
3. Ref. No .. 45 White 
4. Ref. No. 46 White 
;. Re.f. No. 47 \fuite 
6.; Ref. No. 48 ifuite 
7. Ref. No .. 4la Turner 
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5. Popular Press: 
The original release article was reproduced 
number of popular American periodicals. The tone is 
II 
I 
or para.phre.sed in a. I 
consistently optimistic~ 
and is well characterized by the item ifhicn ~ppeared in the small letd'let 
which i s enclosed with the telephone bills distributed in the NeH Engle,nd 
ares. : 
ttif, as reported by the Associated Press, there is in the making 
at Bell Laboratories a gadget to take the place of the vacuum 
tube; radio and perhaps corrununications generally may -well be on 
the threshold of a new era. ttl -
The bibliography contains references t o a number of such articles ~c 
have their greatest importance in the fact the. t the Transist.or was deemed 
news--worthy in such a variety of fields of intere:ilt. 
Foreign publications invariably treated the subject with considerably 
more ref,ltraint than did the American journals , restriding themselves to a 
factl'!..!il reporting of the development of the Transistor and a brief mention 
of the t.'l-}eory of operation. 1'he English journ.al "Electronic Engineering" 
presented circuit and operational details in t-wo issues2 ,.3, without edi tori-
al com..raent. 
Drwnatic general publicity was afforded. the Transistor by the publica-
tion of a photograph emphasizing the small size of the units on the front 
cover of the ~'idely distributed weekly "Science News Letter"4• That the 
publicity bas made an impression :Ls evidenced by the allusion to 'fransistors 
in an article on digital computors5• 
1. Ref. No. 24 New England Telephone and Telegraph 
2. F.ef . No,. 9 "Electronic Engineering" 
3. Ref. No. 10 "Electronic Engineering" 
4. Ref. No. 37 ttScience News Letter" 
5. Ref. No. 25 Pfeiffer 
6 • . Re.cent developments: 
In January, 19491 an article by Bell Telephone Laboratories person- j 
nel appeared in 11The Physical Reviewnl. An experiment had been !?erfo:rmed I 
which d emonstr a t <,d to the satisfaction of t he authors tha t the modulation of J 
current f low through a semi-conductor by the applica tion of an intense 
electrical field was, in reality, due to the liberation of holes in the 
materia l and not a direct result of the external field itself. 
Two more papers bea ring more directly on the Transistor a ppeared 
in February 1 1949, in the fonn of letters to the edit or from Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. One dealt with the transit time and average life of holes and 
2 
reported the fL1dings of an experirrlent • 'l'h.e other reported the develop-
ment and ch!~u·acteristics of a ne'\oi configura tion of the Tr ansi s tor in the 
shape of "" 1vedge with a contact on either side of the ;.redga-3. The funda-
mental importance of t hese two papers is that in both experiments the 
Tran s i stor e.ction had taken place t hrough the body of the semi-.conductor 
insteac~. of along t he surface layers. 
These three papers t aken together demonstr a ted in ;.rba.t f orru. Bell 
Telephone Laborotories had chosen to release new information on the Transis-
tor- Letter s t o the editor can deal with an isolated item of interest and 
require a minimum of preparation •. 
The March , 1949, issue of 11Electronics 11 contained l nforme,tion on a 
new "Coa.xial Transistor" design produced by Bell Telephone Labora tories4. 
1. Ref. No •. J6a Ryder 
2 . Ref. l~o. 19a Haynes 
3. Ref, No. 39a Shive 
4- Ref . No . 35 Rockett 
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- -;his u11it a.ypa.r ently wa.s the successor to the wedge Transistor , and made usJ 
of a disc of ger:maniu.n w"ith a contact on either side of the wafer whose 
edges touched the wells of t he container. 
7 . Technical J?apers; 
Approximately a dozen taL~s h~ve been given by members of the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories before va rious technical and professional societies . 
The context of these papers has been based on an introduction of the Tr ans-
i s tor to new audiences ~ Occ6sionelly a nei..r slide ha.s been a .lded to illus-
trate some point. ror e rarely some nevr item of i nfo !"'nation or t hearJ has 
been present8d. In these presentations , an audio frequency os cillate~ and 
amplifier h~s been used to demonst rate the features of the Transi s tor. 
8 . Sylvania ' s demonstra tions: 
Sylvania ' s entry into the field of 11 Germanium Triodes" -was publi G-
ly confiimed by the display of a heterodyne audio oscilla t or in t heir booth 
at t he National Convention of the Ins titute of Radio Engineers held in Nev 
York City Harch 7-10, 1949 • Germanium triodes vere used t o perform the 
functions of fixed r adio frequency oscillator, variable frequency oscilla-
tor, mixer, amplifier, and output s tage . The output ,,;rave-form was made 
audibl e on a loudspeaker and visible on en oscilloscope. The y,.-a.v e-form o·f 
the unit was somewhat di.storted, and t here i.;a.s a s i gnifi cant "sli ding" of 
the note wh~n ~he button was pr essed t o apply voltage . There were no ~C 
circuits having tL1e cons tant s l ong enough t o a ccount for the dmmward shift 
in frequency. 
9 . Bell Laborat ories Tec.hnical Releese: 
A comprehensive articl e enti tled "Physical Principles Involved in 
Transistor Action1J. ' by Bell Telephone Labora t ories appeared in t he 
l.Ref. No. 3a Bardeen J • . & w. H. Brattain 
April 15, 1949 issue of "The Physical Reviewtt,. The article appeared too 
late to incorporate the material in this thesis, but t he r eference has been 
inserted in the bibliographY• 
This eighteen page discussion covers the physics of semi-conductors as 
applied to the Transistor and describes many of the effects which had been 
investigated up to the date of preparation of the material, which was in 
December, 1948. A great many references are included as footnotes to the 
text., Only occasional references are made to circuits and application, as 
these aspects of the Transistor are not the subject of the paper. The 
material is consistently fundamental r ather than practical. 
Construction: 
1. g.xperimental designs: 
Construction of the Transistor falls into two general classifica-
tions ; (1) Experimental, and. (2) Production. The experimental assemblies . 
must perrai t rapid changing of the semi-conductor and ease of working on the 
contact placement under a microscope. They must be made from r eadily avail- 1 
able materials and involve only sim,ple hand fabrication operations. Produc-
tion units must be designed for protection ·of the delicate contact adJust-
ments, resistance to vibration and dirt, and be suitable £or mass production J 
of the parts if not the assembly operation itself. 
The sketches shown in Figures 2 to 12 are arranged •ri th the experiment-
al types at the top of the sheet and pr esent or proposed production types at 
I the bottom. These methods of mounting have all been proposed in the various 
articles dealing with experiments or reporting commer cial designs. 
I 
P • . 
Figure J (Ref. No.42) us~s stiff metal btu·s as contact supports running I 
------·=· back~-o-a bakelite base plate. _T_h_e _stullb,y contacts are difficult to ~~us~iF===== 
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and have no provision for equalizing the contact pres sures . 
Figure 4 (Ref. No. 1) shows contacts made from the tungsten fi lament 
removed f rom a 150 milliampere heater current tube., The germanium and con-
tact supports are held in position by Fahnstock clips mounted on a ' akelite 
base. Adjustment of the contact pressure ru1d spacing proved to be very dif-
ficult on the model built from t his design. 
Figure 5 (Ref . No , 44, 47) shows three planes intersecting mutually a.t 
r ight angles to define the location of the two contacts. This arrangement 
has proven to be particularly adaptable for use under a microscope when it 
is desired to substitute different pieces of mounted germanium or to try 
different places on the S&ue piece by rotating it in the holder. The con-
tacts are adjusted without the germanium in place so that t.."'1ey extend about 
0.002tt beyond the bakelite base plate ;.rhich is split to hold the 0 .002" 
mica separ ator sheet. '·fuen the ge11nanium is forced against the conta.cts 
they take up any difference in the initial adjustment in the forn!ed springs. 
Photographs of units using t lrl.s design will be found in the section 
dealing with the experiments performed on 1N34 crystals . 
Figure 6 (ref. No. 44., 45) i s a design which was developed by ~!hi te 
in an effort to solve the stability problem. The edge of the cylinder 
makes a point contact with the straight edge of the far plate, while the 
front face of the crystal makes point contact with the curved edge of' the 
near plate . Such an arrangement perndts giving the two surfaces different 
treatment. 
Figure 7 (Ref . No. 45) shows an interm.ediate design in which t he apex 
of two contact sheets cut at acute angles are accurately spaced and pro-
vide a solid support for the crystal . 
-~ 
.I 
Figure 8 proposes a modification of the wedge design which might prove 
practical for mass production as it offers the firm base and good mechanical 
stability of the crystal during the grinding operation. The aXis of the 
crystal mount makes an angle with the plane o£ the contacts so that there is 
only a self-centering pair of point contact s , one on each side of the wedge. 1 
2. Production designs: 
FigY£eS 10 & 12 show designs of units which have been built. The 
two designs are mecbanica.lly equivalent except for greater resiliency of the I 
contacts in Figure 10. The design of Figure 10 was used in the sample unit 
provided by the Central Electric Co. The remnants of the cat 7..rhiskers can 
bee seen in 32x microphotograph of Figure 14. A slightly modified form of 
Figure 10 i~ used by Bell Telephone Laboratories in ~heir production of 
Transistors as sho'Wll in the photograph o:f Figure 21.., 
The ar7~1gement of Figure 12 was used in the first experimental Bell 
Telephone Laboratories units and is 'the design which is pictured in almost 
all of the sketches and photographs accompanying published infoimation on 
the Transistor. 
Figure 11 sho~s a design which was first announced by Bell Telephone 
Laboratories in February, 1949, under· the classification of a iiDouble-
Surface Transistorn1 • This article also introduces t he designation "A-type 
Transistor" as applying to the design originally used in which two contacts 
were located in close pi·oxi.mi ty on the same surface. The contacts in the 
new design are diametrically opposed and separated about o.o12 through the 
body of the germanium which has been treated in the usual fashion. Contacts 
1~ Ref. No. 39a Shive 
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used were made from Tungsten , phosphor bronze, and copper. A more complete 
discussion will be :pre~ented under the theory of operation of Transistors . 
Figure 9 illustrates a newer design produced by Bell Telephone Labore.-
torles in -vrhich the two contacts are isolated from each other by the body 
of the cr,rstal in a design designated a s a "Coaxial Transis tor". This de-
sign is discussed in an 11Electronics" article appea r ing in March1 , end 
taken together '.·d th the wedge unit which is 8.lso discus~>ed in the sa . __ e e.r-
ticle, presents much more than merely a different mechanical configura:tion 
of t · e unit.. I t is apparent from the relationship of the two contacts t o 
each other and t o t he base that the Transi stor Action is t aking place in the 
body.££ the semi-conductor and not along the surface as was originally sup-
posed. 
3. The Transistor: 
Figures 15 through 21 show the Transi r·tor as produced by Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories during ~~rch, 1949. Fi~~es 16 and 17 show the physical 
dimensions of the unit. The endtter and collector contacts are identified 
by . the angle which their leads nw.ke as sho-wn in Figure 14. In the view 
show.., ·the l ef-t, ha.nd lead is the emitter and t he right hand the collector. 
The method of sharpening t he points of the contacts is shown in Figure 20 
which is a profile ntcrophotograph obtained b-y dissolving out the 't-.rax with 
I 
I 
li 
I 
carbon tetrachloride. The contacts a r e si.t--nilar to t hose shown in F'igure 10, I 
VTi th both loops facing the same way. 'l'he spot-1-reld connection to the lea..d 
w"ires i s shown in Figure :21. Figure 19 is a view of the geiW>....nium block 
with the contacts in pl a ce . Addi tiona.l w.icrophotograp s of the gennanium 
surface 1-iill be fo-imcl in the section discuss ion the theo17 of operation. 
1. Ref . No . 35 Rockett J -----~-l 
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The Ge:rmanium block shown in Figure 18 is soldered to a brass slug 
I which forced in·to the metal tube 1-rhich forms the shell and ground return of 
1 
the unit. The sixteen dollar cost of the units has deten•ed the wr1 ter 
from testing out the mechanical stability of the lee.ds, although there is 
no apparent method for anchoring them except by force fit into the insula-
tor which is in turned a force fit in the tube. Aft.er ·assembly and a.djust.... 
ment, the unit is filled ,.dth e. soft 'i~ t c protect the adjustment of the 
contacts . This filler dissolved readily in carbon tetrachloride. The unita l 
received to date ere serial DUL"!lbered with a suf i x "Att follm .. ed by three ,j 
II digits in the lolr hundreds . 
I 
Proposed designs: 
White1 proposes a system of mass production using poiered germani-
Um for the formation of spheres by methods s imilar to the pro uction of 
pm-idered iron for r adio frf3 CJ.Uency a:pplica.tions, but of larger size. He es-
tima.tes tru:.t such methods might yield the crystal element for five cents 
before mounting, but including tree.tm.ents., He e..J.so conceives that addition-
al rings might be plated on the crysta.l body to produce more compl icated 
actions such as pentode operation. 
'White visualized applications in w:tJ.ch there might be one hundred ele-
ments placed on a single unit for such applications as computers~ Attempts 
to operate more tilan one set of contacts on the same base have resulted in 
too mu~h heat being generated in the cryst?...l body. The suggestion that 
further res earch will teach us how to paint the layers on a metall ic base 
cannot be discarded at this time. 
1. Ref. No. 48 White 
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IV. 
THEORY 
Prefe.ce: 
At the time the Transistor was announced in the Letters to The Editor 
of"'l!he Physi·caJ. Review", 1 t was stated that the unit was l-ased on "-a ne,fly 
di$COVered principle,"1 , and most of t he art1cles213 ' 4 credit Bardeen with 
the development of a new theory of surface conduction in semi-conductors. 
As far as the '~<Triter has been able to determine there has been no specific 
delineation bet ,feen the previously existing theory of conduction in semi-
conductors and t he new contributions of the Bell Telephone Laboratories 
g~. I 
I 
The pertinent portions of the theory of soli ds ha.s been well summarized I 
for the t1eld of ·--conductors used as roetifying elements in the Radia- I, 
tion Laboratory Series book, "Crystal Rectifiers" by Torrey and 1fuit:ner5. II 
This reference provides all of the solid state theory necessary to follow II 
the presently accepted theories of Transi.~tor action. In f act, most of the II 
information given to date has been expl ained in terms of the motion of 
"holes" throU;Jh the defective lattice structure produced by the addition of 
small amounts of doping material to the germanium. T'.ae wrl ter has found 
only one discussion of Transistor action in which the "Energy level band 
theory" of solid state physics has been used t o account for the a ctions ob-
se~ed. 
Ref. No. 
Ref'. No. 
ii.ef . No. 
Ref. No. 
Ref. No . 
3 Bardeen e.e Brattain 
14 "Electronics" 
34 Rockett 
5 "Bell Laboratories Record" 
4l Torrey & Whitmer 
II 
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Energy Band Theot.X: 
An NDRC aper1 by Seitz and Pasternack issued in 1942 gives a. good ac-
count of the action of l attice defects in the conduction of electric cur-
rents through t he body of a semi-conductor. The recent release by Bell Tele 
phone Laboratories on "Physical Principles Involved in Transistor Actionn2 
gives a sutumary of the effects wrrich are currently under investigation in 
their l aboratories .. 
Good conductors ar e characterized by the availability of large numbers 
of electrons having sufficient energy so as to migrate under the action of I 
an applied electrostatic field. Insulators may have as fa'lr conduction elec- : 
6 3 1 trons as 1 for each 10 atoms as compared to one for each atom in conductor~ 
However, it has been found possible to alter the conductivity in insulators 
energy states present in the materle.l. These energy states , or "levelsn are 
a measure of the energy of the electrons measured on a statistical basis. 
In accordance with quantum theory, the elect,rons can absorb energy from an 
outside source only in units of specified size, and, therefore, the only 
energy states possible are multiples of t he energy unit, or "quanta ". In t he j 
case of the Germanium used in Transi s tors, t here are just enough energy 
levels available to accommodate the four valence electrons . If a doping 
1. Re.f. No. 39 Seitz & Pasternack 
2 . Ref . No . 3a Bardeen & Brattain 
3. Ref. No . 5 "Bell Laboratories Recor d 11 
4 .. Ref . 1Jo. 33 Rittner 
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agent having moYe val ence el ectrons i s introduced into the Germanium, the 
xcess electrons will have _their energies lying in the next level which nor-
mally is not occupied. Above this band of energies lies a still hi gher b_nd 
I into which electrons can be excited by hea.t , bombardment, or electrostatic 1 
fields ; and in t l'..is condition the electrons can migrate and form the car-
riers for an electric current. 
Gurney, in his book "Elementary Q<J.fmtum Mechanicsnl , gives an excellent 
analo&,"Y to a bal l being tossed ver t ically against the att.r action of gravity . 
For a given initial upward ki netic energy the bal l will travel upward until 
its potential energy due to its elevated position equals the ini t ial kinetic 
I 
energy. At t hat level it will stop and begin falling , thereby re-converting I 
potential energy back into kinetic energy. 
The height to which sn object will rise in a vacuum for a given initial 
velocity can be described by an equation wbich, when plotted , has the form 
of a parabola: 
= v2 
2a 
If -,re assume a seri es of centers of at tra.ction arranged in a row, we 'Wil 
get a series of parabolas representing t he potential energy, or necessary 
initial kinetic energy, which electrons will have at various points along 
the we.y . This &.nalogy would not be vali d for cl osely spaced centers . The 
points o£ inter~section of t hese parabolas will occur at t he values of ener 
a t which t he a ectron i s just. able to escape its original center and f e.ll 
over into the next 11 energy well" . If any electron has a kinetic energy l ess 
than the critical amount, it will be unable t o escape from its "potential 
1. Ref. No .. 19 Gurney 
___ j LM_. __ _ 
we11n. Figure 22 shows how the potential energy lil1'.i ts can be t hought of as 
having a specific value at each point between t he centers of zero potential 
energy which correspond to conditions of ma.xim:um kinetic energy . This 
"Energy Level Curve" may be thought of as being composed of finite horizon-
t al 18:!.-nine. tions , or levels, which in turn have over-all stri[:;.ti ons of levels 
e:xhibi ting common characteristics wrlich ar e known as bands . We thus have 
the concept of val ues of electron energy bei ng ar bitrarily divided into spe-
cific values vi th certain groups of values being grouped into ba.nds for con-
venience . 
The exclusion principle st['-. tes that only t wo electr ons having opposite 
spi ns can occupy the same energy l evel. If all of the available l evels are 
fil l ed, as concerns the levels •rhich are possible for t he material in ques-
tion, the lower band is said to be a filled band.. In the next r ange of 
values for energy, we find only those electrons which cannot be accommodated 
in the filled band e.nd are excited into the condition known as t he forbidden 
band, but forbidden only in the sense that electrons normally would not ha.ve 
t he pr oper amount of energy to remain in it. These electrons are usually 
associa ted with impurities . For still grea.ter values of energy, a condition 
is reached in which t he electrons have sufficient energy so as to be able to 
migrete in an electrost e.t.ic field , and tbis band i s known a s the conduction 
band.. .Figure 23 shows a t ypical energy l evel di agr am f o-r a meta.l in contact 
with a seini-conductor. lm energy l evel diagrru.'l for the double surface 
!rensis tor is discussed by Shive in "The Physical Revie-vr11 for February 15, 
19491 • 
1 . Ref. No. 39a Shive 
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In the preceding di s cussion , .it >-T" S pointed out that the intro '"ilction 
of a.n impurity having more valence electrons that the host mater ial •,.;auld 
r esult in an. E:!l ectron being av ilable i n a new level for conduction. This 
ty-pe of conduction i s k..Yl.own as electron excess, or N-type conduction. 
If, however, t he i mpurity has too fe>..r v .lence electr·~ns , t here w-111 be 
an energy level, es tabli shed by the host materia.l.J which Hill have a va-
caney representing the deficiency of va lence electrons in the impurity. 
This vacancy in the energy l evels is called a hole . Both of these condi-
tions are illustrated in terms of valence bonds by the diagrams in Fi~~es 
24 and 25 . This approach makes use of the lattice concept of molecular 
strt1cture in which the core of the a toms are assumed to occupy fixed posi-
tions in space >rith the valence alectrons matched by bonds . 
If a forei .::;n substance having an excess of electrons i s introduced into 
the semi-conduct or, the exces s electr ons w'ill be f r ee to move about in t e 
lattice under the influence of an electrostatic field and thereby c·:::nduct 
current , as shown in Figure 2,4 .• 
I If, on the other hand , a foreign substance has too ~ valence el ect:ro:s 1 
t hen there will be a."'l open posi t i6n in the latti ce into iihiCh elec trons I 
from neighboring atoms :nay move , lea.ving an open spot in the position frcm 
which they have just com.e . 'l'he tendency to migrate in this fashion i s 
caused by the application of an electrostatic potential difference to the 
semi-conductor by means of conta ctlii. Since the electrons tend to r.a.igra.te 
tm.f8.rd the positive conta.ct, the defect in the l e.ttice , or t he "hole " as it 
P • . 6 
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· is called , -rill "'-)l)e2 r to be mi·~.tin~; tovrar d the negative contact in t he I 
m.a11ne r of a ·)csitive · c ru.r ge . Only t he el ectrons move, the !!lotion o:f the 
hol e'l being anaJ.n.gous to t he moti on of bubbl es r-i s ing in 1-rater c:.s t :.Le -~m.ter 
close s in a fter t he tra.p_?ed air. This process ul tim;.:;.tely rc·~_,ul ts in t ' te 
t:t·an~fer o:::' e l ectrons by t he 11pU"S"'"J- "h"fmt 8- n.- c orner" method . It is c, ~led 
P-·i.ype conduction bee -use of t he !<lotion of o.n ima.ge I"KJSitive net charge . 
The sketch of r"'igure 25 s hot-rs the m ner i n. '"hi ch the '-'1obile l!~t:dce de_ect 
i s forhl€d by the introduction of 11doping '' r-1.gent s t o thE; .. semi - con ~ucto · J0se . 
ut~ac;:o Charge Con trol: 
The rr i ter :ls i mp:.;(';.SSed by the hypothetical natUT'G o''' the hol~ theor .r 
of conduction and the H:;:tificit-~.1 approD.ch which it presents t o t he conduc-
tion of el ec tr-ic currento . In t he first pla.ce 7 it i s ccnsi s te11.tly stated 
tha. t the r.1ot ion i s a )l'Operty of the el ec trons , and that t he r e.__l positive 
t act i s in ro<.lHy a s t c.teG"nt of t he physica l princlpJ.e th<.'t t the elec t r ons 
R.re r c1:oelled ~ the negP.tive ccntB.ct. 
f. n excellent exo 1ple of the curiou s :t.~esul t s to -e obt.;llned fro:11 ·such 
niill2ge 11 c..:ncept ;:~ if. ill u ntrf'.teri by the foJ.J.o·,rin quotation of fe r ed by bhive 
in exr-,l :s.na.tion of the:; current multiplica tion observed i n Tran:=:is t cr -cti on: 
"For t he exampl e of the unit der:;cl'ibed in F'igtir 0· 2 t t.ds cu:rrent 
amplification is about 1.5 thr oughout the useful operating range. 
Som.. of th..is ~nul tiplicd.ion :nay be c~msed by i onizin0 cell i s i€2.lli! Ez holes in transit through t he field a t the colleetor barrier, 
anc1 ~oiri.e by the alterati on of t hi s b;: rrier fiald by the pos i t h -e 
hole space charge in such a wa.y a s t o incr ease the field emission 
of el ectrons from t he col lector."l 
The UJ.'"l • ert3cored uc,rds , s o ::1~.rked by t he 1r<ri ter , 1-i·ould seem t o ex: ress 
l ittle r rsc.lity if tsken <~.t f Ree va lue . It is ccnceive.ble t 11<.c:!::. an ele ct ro!', 
1. Ref . No . 39a Shive 
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" in jumping int o a.ll. adjacent a tor:l in the ls.ttice under the action of 8...71 elec- · 
trosta.tic fl eld , might gain sufficient ·rromentum to upset t he ne1.r host energy 1l 
I bahnce and r esult in t he r elease of an electron whcse nelr energy represents II 
, t he difference betweon t he · aximum stable ene rgy level f or t he original ~tom II 
and t he sum of the· el ectron' s orlginf>.l eners'Y plu s t hat obt ained from the 
1 field. 
S5.Jni larly, to speak of a "-positive hole space charge-fl would seem t.o 
add little to tho si~ le concept t lw.t t he field of t he elect r ns is reduced 
by t i:J.e 9resence of gaps , or l ·"it tice defec"i:s , i n t he 8. tc'nic s tructure . 
Th0re f amili.?.r '\od.th electronics wi ll rec::o.ll t hat there are t wo gen9ral 
cla~'<sificutions of elect.r:m va cuum tubes 7 emission controlled and s pace con-
trolled . In e::niss ion co~1trolJ ed t ubes , such as hi gh pm-rer output tubes , t 
maxLro.UI!l curre!'lt which C'ln be drawn 1.e controlled b hm; much pow-er can be 
dissipat ed i n the f il ment or ca thode fe:-:- the r elease of f ree electron~ . 
S1JI1Ce cha r ,ge controlled tubes , it ir-> as ::l~m.Gd t.h~t 1:13ny more electrons are 
e.vAilable in t he fOI'ill of a cloud around the negative element of t he tube 
t han can be iltiJ.ized by the other ele11ents of t he t ube . Current i s li:.ni ted 
by val tage r e1e tionl3, or pm-rer dhJsipation c ayaci ties of t he ele~nent being 
bombarded by the electrons . 
I n a tu ·e having adec~'.le.te electrons av·ai la.ble for the Co!lducti iJn of cur 
r ent , t he a.c tu,: l control of t he curren t i s effect,::Jd by t he superpo··itio of 
t wo or 1!lore electros t ntic fi el ds to yield a. result ant field rhich controls 
t he motions of t he electrons . The t~.ccelera.ting field of t he r emot e pl a te 
element is neut ·a1ized in varying degrees by the adjust a.ble nega tive f ield 
produc 3d by t h._ grid- ca thode potentia l difference . The ~..ride f l uctuations 
~-~---·Jj in cur!·ent observed in high Gm tubes i s caused in a great easure by the 
-----~~---
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temporary occurrence of cat hode "hot spot s • or "dead spoto• bet,reen the grid ~~ 
wires vih .. i eh a r e clos ely s pc.ced Hi t b. espect t.o t.he c0 t !. lot e . I n tutos hf',"'":.ng 1 
1J. a rge 
I 
f:)\1-d-c~.tthooe s pe.cing such. ve.ri · tions n:r.-e ~v~r':l.ged out . 
The wrl t e r i s c f the o:-._.")ini ~v." th~-.t t he phenomen.s 1-rhlch •.. re ~·.ttr:ibut --1 t o 
I hole conduction end Tran~;ir.tor c ction m;o..n quite e .. deqr:.a t ely be e:>q;l .. ~ined L 
ter ms of ·cn.e mt'lre famllh.r conce;.· t of free electl~cnf< movin · under t he influ-
ence of a r esulte.nt electrost"'.tic fielc1 , j ThE: DL.gn.itu'L end pol ::r:i.ty ·:- f t~1is 
resultHnt fi ,.ld will depend on t he number of free e-l ec t rons c ...... '1tributing to 
t he s pa ce char se a t ee.ch point in t he sm;•i -conductor 2.!1d t_ t he applied ex-
t e r nBl fields . vT::.YJ.e t he r one a t .tributes the f ree s t ;;;.te of t:t.es e electron::: cs 
beine due to their energy or to l a ttice defects intrcduced by the use of 
doping agents i n t he se11i-cond., ctor ba. "-3~ ma.t e r i 3.l would seem. t o be r s l e.t i-ve-
Trans i stor Action: 
Tr':ln s i s tor 'lction ~''3.. "' _, t r:· de.te , been. , . x~)lained by r epr Gsent ..• t ive:J of 
Bell Tele:>hone L'J.borat orieR1 ' 2 on thA bB..;3.:s of conduction of t_,_l'2) cur-..:-cnt by 
t he a c tion of t 1e el e c t r ostf'.t.iC field produc ed by t he volt.?.ges applied. to 
t he em.i tter e.nd collector cont~tct :=:: . Ti1e t erm 11ErP.i tter11 , or contJXl e>l r~ c-
r ode, i s derived frorc.. t he concept o.f t he ·::~mission of hol es i nto t he b :.:.."'e 
.a ter i al, hile t he tel'!O. "Collect or'', 01' output elec tr-cde , is d ::''i V{~d f rcm. 
he con.ca?t of the col lectlon of th(> holes emi tted by t he -::mi tter. T .ese 
erms, originally in traduced by Be 11 Telephon e Lab c·rr.. t o..:':Le s , ignor-e t he def-
~ni tion of P.n electric cu ~J.•fmt P. s electrons in raoti.cm , ~?nd 2... r e bHsed on the 
1· otion of hole:3 , or nothing ; e .. t best en i..l!wge ch~rge. 
· 1 ~e~ . No • .'3a Ba.r~een, J . & 1:J . H. B~a~tain 
Re1 . No . 4a BecKer, J . A. & J . N. ~hive 
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The Transistor is presa~ed to perform in accordance with t he sketch in 
I 
Figure 26. The germanium slab is mounted on t he base contact, lapped smooth !! 
on the top surface; a.nd etched with a hydrofluoric aci d solution which gives il 
a surface l ayer f orm:.: tion known as f3. "diode etch". To this treatment is add-
'1 
ed an electrolytic etch with current passing from the ge!manium base into a 1l 
solution of borax i n ethelyne-glycol to give a "trio4e etchn. Point con-
tacts are located on the etched surface on points located by trial and error i 
at a separation of t"'o:o to four thousandths of an inch between contacts . A ll 
forward current i s est~.blished in t he 11 emitter" by establi shing approximate- 11 
ly e. half volt positive potential on the contact 'tilth respect to the base IJ 
electrode. The "collector" contact i s biased negatively idth respect to t he l' 
base by a potential difference of the order of fifty volts depending on the 
particular units . 
In operation, a very small rever se current will flow in the collector 
circuit due to the ~ulsion of current electrons in the conductor by the 
electronic sp~ c e charge set up by the excess electrons concentrated in the 
surface l ayer duri~g the etching processes~ If the positive potential is re-
moved from the emitter, t he collector acts in all respects like a conventio 
al diode . Also , in the absence of collector potential , t he emitter acts a s · 
a conventional diode operating in the fonraro direction. If, with reverse 
potential appli<~d to the collector, a current is caused to flov in the 
emitter circuit by the application of a positive potenti~l , it dll be found 
that under favorable conditions there will be a change in the current flow- 1 
I ing in the collector circuit. If conditions are particulerly f avorable, I 
II there may be a l arger change in the collector current than in the emitter ·
1
1 
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I Power gain in the device arises fro-,n the f act t hat the change i n output 11 
current is taking place at a relatively high voltage, ·while the change in 
input current is occurring t a low potential. If we assume, by ~· y of il-
lustration, t hat t he changes in input and output cjrrents are both e~ual to 1 
. 0 . 001 ampere with the input voltage averagi ng o.; volts and the output volt- ~~ 
age averaging 50 volts , the gain of power will be: I 
dP1 = 0.5 x 0 .001 = 5 x 10~4 watts 
dP 0 = 50 x 0.001 = 5 x lo-
2 1-1atts 
Power gain • dPo : 5 x 10-2 : 102 : 100 1 or 20 db. 
dP1 5 x lo-4 
Pmier gains of this order ar e being realized in the units nov being 
produced; however , most of the units al so exhibit a current gain of the or-
der of 1.5 times as well as the power gain due to difference in .input and 
output i mpedances. 
Total Derivative Analysist i 
Figure 27 shows a set of characteristic curves run on a Transistor i 
under the conditions shown on the graph. Of prime import8.nce for the follow I 
ing discussion is the fact thfit the curves for both parameters are essenti-
ally linear over the normal operating range . This means the.t the derivative 
or slope, has a constant value for each line~ Since the lines for different 
values of the independent variable are essenti ally paral lel , t he derivative 
can be taken as a constant for the parameter itself. 
1. Differential Equationc 
I This .eharacteristic of the Transistor permits us to apply an. erbi-
l trary matha%a~ical procedure in order t o explore what other relationships 
will exist as a consequence of this simple assumpti on. If we t ake t he 
.. __ 
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total derivative of the tvro parameter functions obtained by holding the 
voltages constant ru1d observing the interdependence with currents, we will 
obtain one such ne,·r reletionship . 
Holding E0 constant, we may write: 
(la) Ee : f1 (Ie , 10 ) 
And holding Ee constant: 
The total derivative of each of these functions '·iill be of the for.n : 
du = ll • dx + ll . dy where: u = f(x,y) 
~ X ~y 
Applyint; the derivative operation to equations (la) & (lb): 
(2a) _6 E8 = A iel&+- ~IJ.L_ ~ Ie ~Ic 
(2b) .6 E0 = .6 Ie),&.-\-AI0~EQ 
~Ie ~!c 
Each of the partial derivative terms i n equations (2a) and (2b) may be 
replaced by a single s~abol corresponding to defined quantiti es in electric 
cir cuits and vacuum. tube nomenclature.. From electric circuits: 
and 
From t he definition of mutual conductance in vacuum tubes: 
or: 
Gmc = .ll,e. or: ~ ; ..1... 
~ Ec ~ e Gmc 
Making these substitutions in equations (2a) and (2b): 
(Ja) ~ Ee = A ieRe + .AicL1.J 
Gina 
(3b) A E0 : b. Ie(...l..) +A IeEe 
Gmc 
P.54 
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The subscript in Gme denotes that the nutual conductance is associated 
·dth the emitter as the control element . 
I '· E uation (3a) ahmrs t hat the emitter voltage, as ""ll as t he collector 
voltage, is not a simple fUnction of the current and the respective imped-
ance , but is also modified by the current flowing in the second circuit and 
the mutual conductance associ~;~.ted "'dth t he contact under investigation . 
Measurements on an experuuen·tal Transistor constructed by the writer showed 
a value of Gme ~ 5000 x 10-6 = O,Oafuhos. The reciprocal of mutual conduc-
t ance has the dL~ensions of resistance: 
1 -AlL- R 
-=- - =..=. - · ec 
Gme A.!c 
Substituting in the above value for Gm9 ; 
R - 1 - 200 eo- . -
. 0.005 
The forward resistance of t he emitter, Re, also has e. value of the 
order of severfd hundr ed ohms . If 'l<<e t hen substi tute these empirically de-
t ermined <values in equation (.3a), '\ve wil1 obtain a.n equation in which both 
terms have approxi1aately equal coeff icients. Since it is observed expel~-
mentally that the magnitude of t he emitter and coll ector:3 currents are fre-
quently nearly the same, and it i s reported in the literature in a number of 
r eferences pre1fiously cited that the change in erflitter cur:r·ent is approxi-
mat ely e ual t o th~ change in collector curr·ent, 1m then observe that the 
emitte r voltage is actually the sil\n of tvTO al most equal voltages . 
2 . Regeneration: 
If a two mesh network i s set up with the body of the Transis tor as 
t he comr11on element, there -will b e t wo currents flouing in the co:!Tlmon path 
=f=-opposite 
t 
si gns due to the polarity of the t wo voltage sources . The net 
li 
P. 55. 
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voltage appee.ring ~?. cross the input i mpedance will then be the sum of a posi- 1 
tive term, IeRe, and a negative term, Ic(..l....). The polarity of t he net volt 
. Gm.e 
age appearing across the input i :npedanee of the unit 1dll then de
4 
end on t he 
rel ative magnitude of the input and output ~~rents. Ti1is effect i s con-
f.irmed by experiments and is reported in the lltettture1 • The t erm (_1_) is 
Gme 
of the nature of a. feed-be.ck or regeneration occuring in the body of the 
Transistor. The counterpart of this t~rm is also found in the analysis of 
vacuUlll tube triodes, and is -termed the "reflex transconduct<.nce". The deri-
vation is given by Harn~e112 • An equivalent three-ter~nal network i s given 
in the January, 1949, issue of "Electronics"'· 
Dimensional ft..na.lysis: 
1. Preface: 
The form. of the ·equation describing ally physicnl process can be 
predicted by the application of t he principles of dimensional analysis t o 
t he physical quanti ties involved without oireviou.s kliO"rlledge·: of the manner in 
which they are involved. The analysis i s made on ·the basis that the r esult-
ing equation: must be dimensionally consistent on bot h sides of the equality_ 
Thus, if t he l eft band side of the equation ec~t~ins ~ength to the first 
power and Ti.'lle t o t he negative flrst power (f), which represents the ndimen-
sions" of velocity, t hen the right hand side must also reduce to the dimen-
si ons of velocity. No realiz~ble physical process transgresses this gener-
alization. 
If t he quantities themselves ar e not definitel y known, but may in-
el ude f actors which in reality do not contribute to t he phenomenon, the 
1. Ref. No - 39a Shive 
2. B.ef ,. No. 19b Ham-well 
3. Ref. No. 14 ~Electronics" 
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j m t.hematical o:pel"ations involved in the solution of the problem 7rd ll disclore 
this error. An excellent SU!ll! a.:ry of the procedure i s given i n Doherty and 
Kelle~ . 
In exploring the a ction of t he Transistor, we wil l assume tb2,t the uc-
tion can be expressed as being a function of the {1) Emitter Current, Ie; 
(2) t he Collector Voltage , E0 ; (3) the Collector Resistance, Rc; (4) t he 
forward Mutual Conductance, G; and (5), the barrier l ayer Space Charge, Q. 
In the !1KS system of units , these quantities have the f ollowing dimensions : 
E • R1I1LOfD • R1rl 
I • R0r1t 0T0 • Il 
R : R1I0L0T0 = R1 
G = R-liOLOTD : ~1 
Q = RPr11°~ : r1Tl 
Recalling t hat G has the dimensions of 1:. , t he reasonableness of these 
R 
expressions i s apparent. Now if t wo quantities are equal , t heir SU\ equals 
zero; and if th.e dimensions of two sets of product s are equal , t heir ratio 
vdll be dimensionl ess. This means t l:1e,t t he t otal of the e:>..-ponents of t he 
various dimensions mus t be zero. 
For example, if: 
t hen: 
M~b = ~Lb is required for a physical equation, 
1 : tft.: = 1 or a dimensionl ess expr essi on.. This condition 
M8-1 
will be r ealized i f: 
Ma. - 1 or a. - 0 &..nd also 
- --
2. Current Parameters & 
If we assign t he symbol 1T to. represent the di mensionless ratio , we 
then can express the inter-rela tionships of our a ssumed quantities as a pro-
l. R.ef. No. 6a Doherty & Keller 
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If = EviwGxR1QZ 
We now substitute the dimensional expression f or each of t he assumed 
que.ntities : 
Collecting exponents of like dimensions: 
[11] ;; R(v - x + Y;) 1(v + w + z) T(z) 
, ... 
For the product to be dimenoionle~e , each of the exponents mus t indi-
vi dually equal zero: 
v :;0 
Vf W +.- 0 
s; 0 
Our fi r st error ha.s now- been revealed. The result z a 0 gives us 
Qz • QP = 1, or it is not possible for charge to eXis t alone as a parameter 
in the chosen set of f actors affecting the action of the Transistor. 
t.fe a.re now left with two equations with "Which to solve for four un-
k.nowns. The only altern~ tive is to assign values to bro of the unknawns and 
solve for the other two. 1 According to Buckingham II theormn , we may make 
two sets of cb.oicef' ~ince there are t wo more unknowns than equations. Since 
we are interested in the manner in which the Collector Current, I, varies as 
a function of the other parameters , it will be convenient t o assign its ex-
ponent the value (-i), which will pl a.ce it in the denomina tor of the r a tio 
as a ·first power term. Since the exponent of 1 is Ji and Ji is seen from the 
equations to control 1J we do not have a free choice of ~ and therefore must 
assign values to .2£ or z.. 
1. Ref. No. 6a Doherty & Keller 
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For our first r atio 1 1fl, choose: w :: -1 and y ; 1 
Solving gives: v ::: 1, x = 2 , 
The first dimensionless ratio then is: 
If the desired term I were to appear also in rr2J it would cancel out, 
which determines that for the second set of choices v • 0. To explore the 
nature of G more fully, let its exponent, x = 1. This gives: T::: 0 , 
y = 1, or 1T2 • GR-. 
From. tl1e rules of combir.ation expressed in the Buckingham theorem: 
1l" 1 ::: f ( lf2), which gi.Yes in our case; 
EG2R : f!GR.) 
-y 
Solving for Is 
I - Eu2R 1 
- f (GR) 
or I :: EG2a • ~ (GR) 
A different set of assumptions gives t he result' 
I :: li .. ¢(...1.) 
R GR 
The inform~tion gained from the above set of mathematical operations 
may be su.'ll!lla.rized as follows: 
1. The physical _uan.tity Charge apparently plays no part in the action 
of the Transistor, unless some other parameter has been overlooked in the 
analysis. This is a possibility.~ 
2,. A comparison of 111 with 1r 2 tells us that t he trans-conductance 
is somehow tied up with the output impedance of the Collector, Ro• The odd 
appearing expression, EG~, is of course equivalent to E as can be seen: 
'R 
D ii 
If the equations are solved for E, one possible combinution i s : 
This equation should be compared with equation (3b) under Differential 
Equations. 
li . 
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EXPERIMENTS 
Preface: 
Since Transistor units were not avails.& from Bell Telephone Labora-
tories on reasonable delivery at the time this investigation was undertaken , I 
a small supply of 1N.34 germanium high-back-voltage crystal rectifiers was 
obtained . A trip wa.s made to the Thompson Labora tories Qf the General 
Electric Go. located in Lynn, Massachusetts . There the writer ·,1as shown the 
process by whicb the ingot of germanium, received from the Schenectady plan~ 
.is sawed into thin wafers, diced into one-eighth inch squares, mounted on 
contact bases, and l apped . The mounted germanium, before etching, is shown I 
in Figure .31. The forming and spot welding of contacts to the support wires j 
was demonstre.ted, and several units were assembled in the special jigs pr e- . 1 
pared f or the purpose. Diodes were checked for performance in the test 
panel. 
At the conclusion of the visit, the writer "ras presented with six 
mounted e.nd lapped, but untreated pieces of germanium, a supply of cont act jl 
wire, and sleeves. The only suggestion made concerning methods of trea~~ent 
was a remark t hat. the use of hydrogen peroxide might be as good a starting 
place as any• An assembled but in-operative Transistor, shown in Figure 1.3, 
was also received. 
11i th two magazine articles and t he above as background, a series of ex-
perL~ents were performed wllich advanced in. technique rapidly and are cur-
;, rently at the stage of circuit measurement on several. "co~~ercial" Transis· 
!I tors made by the Bell Telephone Laboratories.. Thes~ experiments 'Will be 
,I 
-~~ 
:I 
I 
It 
II 
I 
I 
presented in chronologice.l order, using the dominant fea ture of each experi-
ment for pe.ra.gra.ph identification~ 
General Elect~ic Assembly: 
T'na unit given the ,.;rri ter consi s ted of a steel shell :1 th holes drilled 
through the walls on a diameter to provide access for adjusting the contacts 
and a nylon bushing which held t he two support leads '~>rith the 0.00152 di-
ameter platinum wire cont a cts attached, The unit sho"Wi1 in Figure 13. Th.e 
contacts were pointed by slicing the v..Tire from ·~he spc:)l at an angle in a 
jig consisting of a base block with a small hole, drilled at an angle of 45° 
t o the cutting face, and a £:heel'ing blade. They were fanned to provide a 
spring loop and spot welded to short leads, which were forced into holes in 
the nylon disc. The lead ~~d disc assembly was then forced into one end of 
the steel tube. '!he gennani~ assembly was forced into the opposite end of 
t he tube until proper cont act was established. The unit given the writer 
~~s ready for the final assembly operation, 
One of the pieces of mounted germanium was cleaned with carbon tetra-
chloride and treated in hydrogen peroxide by dipping in a concentrated solu-
tion for fifteen minutes. It was then forced into the tube until contact 
was established )!j_.th both platinum contacts. 'l"ne ~nstr1,1.ctions for welding 
in the contacts had given only the approximate value of current to use 'Hith-
out a~y details as to its control. It was erroneously asslli~ed tbe.t there 
would be suf'f'icient internal and forward resista.,."'l.ce to limit the welding 
current. \Y'hen a 22 volt batter.t was connected across the diode in t he for-
w"ard direction, the unit broke down and the contact glowed white, burning 
off the end of the platinum wire. A small limiting resistor was t hen pl aced 
in series vd. th the other contact. The forward resistance of this contact 
proved so l arge that little current would flow, so a weld was attempted on 
I 45 volts. The i ncreased vol tage broke down t he forward resi stance , but t he 
liin.i t i ng resintor vras too small for the increased voltage and the second 
contact also burned out. This ended the eA~eriments on the original G. E. 
unit. Figure 14 shows the r emains of the contacts. 
Fahnstock Clip Triangle: 
A Cl"llde mount for t he germanium and contactr:l wu.s fas:b.ioned after the 
photographs in the article by Atkins which appeared in "Radio Bnd Television 
1 News" for October, 1948 w Germanium from a 1N.34 crystal diode was mounted 
on the end of a piece o·f stiff buss bar, and contacts from 1N21 cryst al 
diodes were mounted on t'"o other pieces of buss bar. These stiff supports 
were held in alignment by inserting them through Fahnstock clips mounted to 
a bakelite base plate so that the contacts made an angle of about 1~ with 
the nor.:nal to t he face of the crystal. 
'£he forward and ba ck r esist ance of each contact operating as a diode 
was measured with t he following results: 
Diode #1 
Forward resistance: 500 ohms 
Back r esistance: 20 , 000 ohms 
Diode #2 
700 ohms 
~o . GO ohms 
The number one contact was then welded by passing a current t hrough it 
in the forward direction from a 22 volt battery with a 47 ohm limiting re-
sister in series with the contact. A current of 350 ma . fai led to produce 
any t:ha.nge which was visible in a 32x microscope .. By passing 800 m.a. . at 
45 volts across the resistor and contact, the tip of t he contact turned blue 
There was no visible change at t he point of contact with t he crystal. 
1. Ref. No. 1 Atkins 
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R.esistance measurements then gave the follo~i.ng resul ts: 
Forward resistance: 2000 ohms 
Back I'f9Sistance: 16,000 or.uus 
wnen t he weld cycle was r epeat ed, t here was a tiny spark visible under 
the microscope at t he surface of the cryst al and fine radial line appeared 
sprea.ding out f rorn t he point of contact. The forward resistance dropped to 
840 ohms, and testing with a pro e disclosed th-at e. mechanice.l weld had 
been formed. 
A new point was selected and welds att~Lpted ~dth the 47 obm resistor 
and 45 vol ts of battery. Using the f ormation of a v-isi ble weld a s a cri-
terion, no results were obtained, so the limiting resist or was removed. The 
contacts promptly blew up wi.th a flaah of light. Since the adjustment of 
the contact location hRd proven difficult with the design, it was decided to 
const ruct a more precise design before continuing id th t he v.rork. 
VJ.ica Sepr.o~.re.tor Assembly: 
A rf~alizo.tion of the design of Figure 5 ·Has attempted. The base 1-re.s 
made f rom an .fl~rnphenol six pin male connector. The center pin was removed 
and a short pi ece of 5/.32" rod w"i th one end flattened on both si des was 
for ced into the r "''"less on the cable side of the Ci•tmectc.r. A hole was drill· 
ed through the extending end of the rod perpendicular to the flattened sur-
faces. 
The chuck from a 1N.34 crys tal diode was filed s o that the originally 
threaded end formed a smooth sleeve which was soldered into the hole in the 
support anchored in the center hole of the connector. One sixteenth inch 
phosphor bronze wire was slotted on one end 8.nd t \·To such contact supports 
were a s sembled into small insulating spacers which were jig drilled and 
filed t o provide interchangeability of experimental parts. The lower insu-
.lator strip; rdt h a hole a t each end, provided t he spacing for the contact 
supports. The t op layer of the insulator assembly was made from two halves 
of the bottom piece, made separately so that there was a ver,y small clear-
a..Tlce between them when e.ssembled on the contact supports. 'l'he t-~-ro top in-
sula tors provided the support for the two thousandths mica se arator which 
was placed between the two blocks and wedged into po.si tion by the force of 
the germanium as it 1-1as slid into position. This insulator and contact sup-
port assembly was soldered into the two pins of the connector which are op-
posi te the single pin. A piece of small wi1·e was soldered into the single 
pin and around t he base of the cr,ys ta.l chuck. 
In order to hold the assembly under the microscope, a matching socket 
~as mounted in a piece of formed met al 1-Thich could be slipped under the 
clamps on the microscope s tand. All further vork on the units was done with 
the a id of a bino~ar microscope having a magnification of 32x with the 
lenses useE! ... 
The contact from a 1N21 crystal , such as is shown in Figure 32, wa.s 
assembled into the slots in t he contact supports, wbieh had been oriented 
a t an angle of about 45° to the axis of t he assembly. A pair of t weezers 
had been £iled to f ine points for this work as can be seen in the a s s embly 
operation portrayed in Figure 33. The contact \-YaS located in the slot so 
that t he tip extended beyond the edge of the insula t or a few thousandths to 
give pressure when the crystal was assembled into the chuck. The contact 
support was heated with the hot wire, and rosin core solder applied to the 
I 
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lN.34 Germanium 
Figure 28 
fJ..-76 Etch 
Fizure 30 
1N21. Contact 
Figure 32 
Glycol - Borax Etch 
Figure 29 
Lapped Germanium 
Figure 31 
Assembling a Contact 
Figure 33 
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hot support. The resulting soldered connection was secure end neat without j~ 
I 
further work . Excess rosin was removed from the insulator with a fine brush 
carrying carbon tetrachloride, using the microscope to insure that the con-
tact would not be darr~ged in the process,. A small soldering iron was de-
vised by •,rrapping a. short piece of bare tinned wire al"'Ound the end of a 
Wel ler soldering gun to give a fine tip, which worked extremely well. 
Figure 34 is a view of the completed assembly with the crystal in place 
The final assembly was done as foJJ.ow;s: With the two contacts extending 
slightly beyond the edge of the insulator, a small piece of 0.002• clear 
sheet mica 'Was inserted in the small gap between the two top pieces of the 
insula tor so that it ·extended between the ends of the contacts. A piece of 
germanium crystal which had been cleaned in carbon tetrachloride was then 
inserted into the. 1NJ4 chuck in the manner of the diode assembly. As the 
crystal came into cont act with the mica sheet, the mica was forced back 
w1til t he contacts were also touching the crystal. The contacts were then 
carefully lined up so that they 'trould fall in the desired locations and the 
cryst al slid up until it rested firmly agains~ the insulators, in the man-
ner shown in ~·igu.res 5 and 34. Each contact is securely wedged into a cor-
ner. 
As previously sta ted, this type of holder principle was proposed by 
wnite in his articles in UAudio Engineering"1•2 • Since the points o-f con-
tact were off of the center of the crystal, new points could be tried merely 
by rotating the crystal holder in the chuck. 
The first set of insula t ors were made_ from Luci te 1 a clear t henno-
1 setting plastic which machined •rell. It was soon found, however, that the 
1. Ref. No,. 44 White 
2, Ref,. No. 47 \{.bite 
l.fi.ca Separator Assembly 
Figure 34 
Mica Separator Assembly 
Figure .36 
Edge and Face Assembly 
Figure 38 
~Uca Separator Assembly 
Figure 35 
Edge and Face Assembly 
Figure 37 
\-lidely Spaced Contacts 
Figure 39 
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lthat the contacts hea.ted sufficiently during the welding operation t hat the 
JLucite was softened and the contact becarr1e imbedded in the base insulator and 
lilas no longer free to adjust to tho proper pressure. Figure 36 shows the 
depression at the edge of the insulator under the contact where the hea t was 
!sufficient to melt out a cavity. Six insulators were scrapped and new ones 
made from paper base bakelite which can rdthstand the heat, though the edges 
tend to chip out i n ·~~chining. Fi&~e 36 also shows the crystal chuck sleeve 
p.xtending through the mounting stud and the germaniUL11 crystal mounted on tJ:e 
end of its support. The bakelite insult:l.tors, mica separation, contacts, and 
chuck set screw are clearly sho»'n in Figure 34. Six complete asoe;nblies 
.-rere made , 
Test Equipment: 
During the first month of experimentation, mea.surements were made by 
eans of portable test meters and test leads . TJ3.:is pl"'Cedure ,_~esul ted in a 
• 
considerable loss of time in locating and setting up the necessary meters 
and in S'l'ti tching lee.ds in order to perfor;n the VC1.rious welding operations as 
well as resistance and TranBistor circuit measurements. 
It was soon found that a momentary surge through the Transis tor on 
breakdo~~ could damage a meter in the collector circuit, After several such 
experiences a test panel was designed to per...ai t rapid measurement of all of 
the parameters of a Transistor including fo·rward and back resistance of each 
Icon tact. Faeili ties were included to perform welding on 
resulting panel is shown in the Photograph of Figure 40 .. 
I 
either contact . The 
I The circuit of F'igure 41 contains the :f'ollo~Ting features: 
1. Battery supply voltages metered across batteries. 
__ _j 2. Positive emitter supply limited to one volt. -
II 
\l 
I 
T RANSISTOR T EST PANEL 
F.igure 40 
TESTING and WELDING CIRCUTT 
Figure 41 
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_I 
l• Negative collector supply adjus table from -22 volts t o· -67 volts 
by potentiomet er across top batteries through switch. 
iz.. Emitter and collector voltages metered at point ,of applico.tion to 
Transistor circuit. ~~al scale on collector voltage • 
.i· Emitter and collector currents metered . Option¥ 15 m.a . or 150 ma. 
range of collector current meter. 
I S• Automatic overload relay in collector circ-uit. 
1
Currents in excess 
I 
of 25 ma. close relay, thereby converting collector current meter from 15 
ma. full scale to 150 ma. full scale. 
']_. Three contact socket or t hree binding posts available on panel for 
·~(~·~ :. 
Tr~sistor circuit connections. 
- !1· Double-pole-double-throw switch permitting r eversal of functions of 1 
I 
each of two contacts. I 
I 
.2,. Combination of switches permitting either contact to be connected 
to the t est and weld circuits. 
lQ_. Adjus table, metered, "Yreld current controlled by momentary contact 
switch. 
ll• Double-pole-double-tl'-J.l'ow switch permitting reve~sal of ohmmeter 
leads for measurement of forwa1·d and back resistance •. 
~· Single-pole-double-throw switch selecting low-ohms or high-ohms 
ecale on ohmmeter. 
ll• r·fomentary shorting switch for adjusting oh.llliD.eter zero. 
Additional testing facilities which are cominonl y usffi:l but are not an 
integral part of the test panel consist of: 
1. A·low power Variac for supplying known adjustable amounts of sixty 
cycle voltage to the emitter through a filament transfo~er. The scale of 
the Var iac has been calibrated i n terms of the voltage across the secondai~ 
of the transformer. 
A DuMont type 224A cathode r ay oscilloscope. 
A General Radio t ype 1800-A vacu~~ tube vol~~eter. 
A simpson model 26o multi-range test meter. 
A St andard .Transf ormer Corpo~.tion t~~e #A-3250 butput audio trans-
1 
fo:nner 'With multiple primary and secondary t aps. 
6. Calibrc.ted 1000 ohm potentiometers for adjustabl~ loads. 
Point-by-Point Power Gain Heasurements: 
..A.n elementary circuit of t he type shown in Figure 421 was set up t o 
measu:--:• the DC characteristics of t he units being contst;ru.cted. The change 
i n collector voltage and curr ent were recorded as a :func;tion of t he step-
by- step change in the emitter voltage and current . The ~put and output 
power were ca~culated for each i ncrament of emitter volt age. The power gain !. 
. I 
',ras then obtained as the ratio of change of collector power for a. change of 
emitter po>i'er. 
Table II shm-rs representative results obte.ined on an, early uni t. The 
I 
da ta and ratio.s of Table II are plott ed in Figure 43. 
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It has been pointed out t hat an appreciable pmrer gain can be realized 
even though there is no increase in the current change ~ the collector cir-
cuit over t he change in the emitter circuit .. 
t 
The current changes for one 
I 
test unit are shown in Figure 44. Over t he range, a current change of 2. 8 
I 
ma . in the input circuit produced a current clwnge in th~ output circuit of 
t 
only 1.8 ma. However, the power ratio calculated for each one tenth volt 
increment in the emitter volts.ge gave s. power gain ranging- from a minimum 
I 
of 16 times at E9= 0.6 volts to 33.8 times at Ee= O.S volts. 
The ratio of power gain, ~ 1 can be obtained from ~spection as t he 
Ee 
slope of the curve obtained by plotting collector pm;er its e. function of 
emitter power. This h~s been done for a typical experim~ntal unit in the 
graph of Figure 45 using t he emitter voltage as a comr1on l par ameter so th~t 
i 
the optimu~ operating point may be detennined. 
Break-down: 
i 
I 
The outstanding diff iculty encountered in exper iment ing with Transistors ! 
is the probability t hat a unit will bre<"...k down under test while experiment-
ally dete~~ing operating character i stics. This hazard ,will cut short the 
i 
I 
life expect~ncy of a number of units which would provide ; indefinite satis-
factory service under controlled conditions in a practic~ application. 
Break-down can be described as the un-controlled trco11sition from the 
I 
normal condition of Tr ansi stor action into a condition of negative r esis-
tance slope operation in which the emitter voltage no longer controls the 
collector current. In the new condition, collector current is limited pri-
1 
I 
marily by circuit resistance external to the Transistor unit, and the col-
I 
lector circuit behaves as a simple semi-conductor diode bnder simil~r con-
I 
I ditions. If the collector current is not limited to a safe value, the 
I 
J 
l 
I_~. ~ 
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be radically alt ered or the contP-ct itself may heat. to incandescence and 
bun'l out as shown in Figure 14. 
There are three common conditions which me.y contribute t o the break-down 1 
of a unit: 
Excessive voltage: 
i 
~I 
I 
1: The application of excessive inverse voltage to the collector or fo~ 
I 
ward volt ge to t he emitter wi l l cause t he collect or current to increase 
immediately to a dangerous value . Figure 46 shows typical results. 
1: 
li 
I 
o£ emitte~~ 2 . Heating: I I Under dynamic conditions of input volte.ge, the peak value 
voltage may greatly exceed a s;3.fe value for the static condition. This con-
I 
dition i s a.nal agous to the Class C operation of a power vacuum tube, which 
would literally burn up under conditions of a fixed low ·negative bias , but 
normally operates with positive bias during t he short interval of positive 
grid excursion of t he input signal. The power dissi pation in the out put 
circuit i s averaged over an interval of tiille dependL~g on t he heat ti e 
const snt of the elements involved . In t he case of t he Tr ansistor , t his time 
const ant is small unless the base electrode is in contadt with a l arge mass 
of good heat conduction cr£racterisitcs . 
11 
I f,during t esting for stati c characteristics, t he col lector curren t is 
1 
permitted to rise to a val ue which seems t o be characte~istic for. euch unit, I 
I 
the heat generated at t he point of cont.a.ct will increase the molecular a.c-
1 
tivity , t hereby initiating a regenerative cycle wr~ch w~ll cause t he collec-
I 
i 
tor current t o r apidly increase the the break- down condition. The experi -
I 
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to appear in the collector current, and promptly reduce +mitter and/or col- I 
I 
I 
II 
lector voltage in order to save the unit under test. I i 
The external application of heat to the unit will a.l~o cause break-do;.m 
to occur. 
3. Insufficient LLlli ting Resistance: 
i 
Tests should always be run wi:th sufficient resis tance in the pm-rer 
I , 
supply cir~ui t to limit the ma.ximum current with the und: short-circuited to I 
I 
a safe va.lue. I n particular, care must be taken that no ica.pacitors are in 
I 
the circuit in such a way tha t they cnn discha.rge throug~ a unit ld thout 
passing through the limiting resistor. While tl:"ri.s. re;:-~,utiement may introduce 
I 
complications in the metering circuits, it must be comolied ... Tith during the 
tests or one or more units most certainly ·will be destrojed. 
i 
Ethelyge Glycol Etch: I 
i 
The original article by Bell Telephone Labora:tories1 !stated tha.t the 
I germanium had been given an anodic oxidation in glycol bqrat.e after the 
I 
I 
I 
usual diode tree.tment. White 1 in an interview, suggeste~ a proc<Jdure using 
a solution of borax in ethelyne glycol. Follo1Ying these !suggestions, pow-
dered borax was dissolved directly in ethelyne glycol in !approximately the 
I 
I 
The mounted ratio of one part borax to ten parts liquid by volume . ger.Jm.ni- .• 
li I I 
um from a 1N3L,. crystal diode was held in a. llJ34 crystal chuck which 
I 
I 
soldered to a wire. The ge:r:rnanium. was dipped into the s~lution and 
had been 
1
!, 
'dth-
I drawn until the surface of the germanium was "YTell above the surface of t he 
I 
liquid and .s. small column of electrolyte was supported at the fe.ce of the 
I 
I 
cryst al by surface tension. A sme.ll strip of copper fo~ed the second elec-
1 
I 
I 
1. Ref. No . 3 Bardeen, J. and W. H. Brattain 
I 
I 
I: 
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A positive potential of 40 volts vras placed on t~e geruvmium. The I trade . 
I 
anode to ca thode cur r ent started s t S ma . and gradually rose to 12 ma.. The 
voltage -vras reduced and a steady current of 6. 5 me, . maintained for ten min-
utes . Figures 28 a..11d. 29 show before and a fter etching. 
The surface of the etched gerraanium was examined under a 500 power mic-
roscope and found to consist of a number of equal rectangular• crystals with 
I 
occasional disturbances in the r egular pattern. Several high spots on t he 
original surf ace were no longer present. When assembled as a Transis t or, 
this unit gave stable performance. D.c . power gains ranging fro .. 16 t o 57 
~ere obtai ned a t va rious val ues of emitter voltage. 
Dyna11lic Characteris tics; 
The circuit of Figure 4 7 we.s set u:9 to obtain the dynamic characteris-
1 
t i cs of the unit described above. Adjust<~.ble input voltage was obtained by 
Vf.l.rying the output of a General Ra.dio Co . Va.ria.c used to supply prime.ry 
power to a. Filament transformer. The dial of the Vgria.c wa.s calibra ted in 
tertns of tran s for.a-.er seconda.cy ~oltage . The output voltage ws.s developed 
I 
I 
across a. high impedance inductor shunted by an adjustabl e resistor . Output I 1~• re-li wave form was monitored on an oscilloscope. The inductor provided a 
I 
siste.nce pat h for the d . c. supply to t he collector, and : the resistor formed 
the a .c. load . An electrolytic capaci.tor l·ra.s placed between t he bottom of 
t he load and ground in order to isolate t he effect of the voltage suppl y 
internal impedance for the purpose . of measurements.. T{le discharge of t,his 
capn ci tor fina.lly destroyed t he unit under test. 
Figure 48 sho1-rs the manner in -vrhich output voltage varied as a function 
I of emitter bi::.:r.s for a const ant input signal of 0 . 1 volt / r.m.s . Ttls cu.rve 
I 
I -~==============================~========~~====== 
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To •scope 
~ 
.8 
 
.8 
l
!_ 
I 
,.,as obt ained -.dth 20 ,000 ohms load . 
II 
II 
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I 
I Using the se.me load and with the a .c. il'lput voltage Fdjusted for , ximl 
;I 
undistorted output, t he curve of Figure 49 vras obtained .
1 
Diode cl ipping I 
II 
occurred on t he negative half swing for peak values of voltage greater thru1 I 
the f ixed bias on the emitter. 
Self-biased Amplifiers : 
'fne circuit of Figure 47 was modified by the additi~n of a biasing re-
I 
sistor and associa ted by- pass capacitor as shown in Figtire 50 . No external II 
I I 
emitter bias was used . Operating as a voltage a.mplifiel ' the unit described 1 
. I 
abov~· -~ras found to giv e maximum output voltage with approximately 500 oh..'"D.s 1 
I I 
in the bie.sing cir cuit. The value of resistance was not critical between 
I 
.300 and 1000 ohms. The voltage gain u. t 500 ob.'ilS was 12 •9 ti:ne,s . 
I n the discussion of Transistor theory it -w--a:s pointJd out t r1at the di-
I 
rection of' flow of the currents in the emitter and collEjlCtor circuits is 
reversed through t he body of the semi-conductor. 
of this effect is shmm by bi as voltage developed 
Experimental confirmati n 
1
1 
a.cros~ the biasing resis- I 
I 
tor, 
Ie = 2.6 m.tl •. 
Ic • 3.3 ma .. 
I 
- 0.0026 a. . 
- 0 .0033 a . 
= 0 , 0007 a . 
0 . 007 x 500: 0 •. 35 volts calculated lbias 
0.4 ... volts measured bi;;ts 
It was i'ound t he,t the presence of E~n input signal a f fects t he currents 
I 
in both circuits, and hence the bias . Under other input s i gnal conditi ons , 
I 
a cal cula. t ed value of bias indice.ted 0. 3 volts, lrhereas / the measured bias 
was 0 . 45 volts. In all cases the measur ed bias wa.s r.dgher than the ce.lcu-
1 
I 
I 
lated bias . It vrould therefore appear that a portion of the emitter curren~ 
I 11 
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I 
was returning hy ~,ray of the collector circuit in;:>tes.d of cancelling cut col 
lector current in the body of the Transistor. 
TRF Receiver: 
Two types of r eceivers 'ifere built usine <:t Transis tor as a circuit ele-
ment and kept in service for s everal 11eeks under an eight hour day . In t he 
I first circuit , sho"~-m in Figure 51, the Transi s tor va;. e~Ifployed as an audio 
amplifier. If the isole.tlng c pa.ci tor were omitted from the in~Jut circuit , , 
I 
t he bi~s "'fol t a.ge developed in the errli tter circuit ·vas .c laced across t he 
galena diode a.s a bi as and detection ceased. It should be emphasiz;ed that 
p~rfonne~ce of the circuit was not improved by the addition of a return for 
the collector. Presumably, t he back res i s tance of t he e.ro.i~ter formed i ts 
mm ret urn a s is coL'lr:l'.:m in diode applications. Approximately 500 oh.>ns was 
I 
I 
necessa:t"'.f to pr oVide optimum operating condition~, as less bias either r e-
I 
duced the output si ~nal or caused distortion. 
A simplifica tion of the r eceiver i n .shown in the circuit of Figure 52. 
In thi s cir cait, the ~itter ~erfonns the dual ~lncticn l of diode rectifica-
t i on for d'emodulation of t he amplitude modulated signal land control for the 
I 
audio amplif ication in t he output circuit. Excellent r esults lfere obt~:ined 
I 
· I when pro1 er bia.s conditions were established. The output signal in the 
I 
head- r:; et -was estimated. s.t four to five times the i ntensity obtained 1.rithout 
the runpli f i cation . 
In either circuit , there was no s ignal present in the output circuit 
. I . 
until 'battery povrer was appli ed to the coll ector through the headset , even 
I 
I 
though the headset 1vere returned to ground . 'l'he nois e level wa s quite noti 
I 
ceable but not objectionable , being comparable t o the ntrfa ce nois e on a 
I 
I 
========~. ==============================================================~======== 
I 
I 
phonogr "pl r ecor d but of e. much softer qu~lity. 
Outp~t I~pedance: 
The dynamic tent clrcuit was modified t o provide mor~ precise determi-
na tion of the output imped~"lce .. An adjuet:\ble resistive 1loo.d was c0upled to 
t he collector through a Standard Transfor:ner Co ., type :¥A+3250 output trans-
for"ll'1e r "rhich w.n multipl e prima ry and seconda ry t aps . 
in Fig;ure 5.3 . 
The circuit is given 
! 
The cur'Ve of Fi gure 15 shows the manner in rrhich t he i po·~1er out put varied ! 
f.rith lo2.d impedance for 0 . 2 vol t s rms . inp1_1.t at 60 cycle:p . The data ~ .. ere 
o1':tai ned from an experL'llental unit. The rated load impefance t o be u sed 
1-ii th curr ently e:vv.ilvble 't ransist ors Iila.Ylufactured by Bel.l Telephone La bora-
/ tories i o 20 , 000 ohms for all units . 
R.t::ctifica tion by Steel on Gra.tinE; t4r;ts.1: 
It bf•s been snegested. :y ~fuite in private conversati~ms that it I!li6ht 
possible to treat the sur·f a ce of meta.ls so a s to obtain Transi s tor ac tion 
I 
>ti thout the ext~nsi ve pre.ra:n>. t.ions no;-r required to hs>ndlk germanium. The 
I 
"triter recall that • point contact on a rough surfa ce frec~uently will pro-
I (iuce rectifica tion, though no :references have been found~ 
As a side experi •. ent , a steel phonograph needle was ~et in an ad jus table ! 
make- &hift clc.mp and gently pressed a .a inst the rulled Slll'f a ce of an old 
spectrascope gra t ing . Forward and back resi stance mea surements were made 
I 
a nu,.-nber of poi nts on the _surface of each of two pieces , I one of '.rhich had 
I 
been exposed to iodi ne fumes some time prev iously. At 11rmost all pointr.; e. 
I 
a t I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
ve.lue of pres~~ure could be found for which the followin5 results are repre-
1 
s ente.tive . 
I 
I 
I 
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F'orward resistance at 4 volts : 
Back resistance , first ten secqnds: 
Back resist ance, thirty seconds : 
Back resistance, one minute: 
Fon·rard resi stance, imm.edia tely: 
50 , to 150 Oh.TJlS 
300 to 500 ohms 
I 
I 
3,000 to 10,000 ohms 
I 
o.p to 2 megoh~s 
50 to 150 ohms. 
' 
The above cycle could be r epeated as long ·as the con~c.act -was not j arred . 
I 
The a ssembly was sensitive t o vibration, · 1d therefore no further "ork was 
! 
I 
done as th€ effect di d not seem to lend itself to the cohstruction of a 
I 
Transistor. 
J)-7.§ Dt;veloper Etch: 
I In t he absence of additional information on etches , i soluti on of East-
man type D-76 film developer was tried on t he basi s of its activity r,.Ti th 
I 
metals . The ger-manium was etched for five minutes a.t a 
1
current of 4 ma .• 
with a voltage of 10 volts . A heavy br own scum was formed at the genna.nium. 
and sloughed off readily as the solution ~as stirred. I The r esulting surface 
is shown in Figure 30 . 
The 'l'r ansistor made -..-ri th this ger manium had t he character i stics shown in 
I 
I 
Figure 54. A chfmge of 0 . 4 volts on the emitter caused Ia change of 0 . 00.35 
I 
I 
rna . in the collector current , giving a trans- conductance of 8750 ndcromhos. 
The optimum voltage gain was 26 to 1 . 
Using the circuit of Figure 50, a form of blocking oscilla tion -was ob-
I 
I 
tained 1-rhen the shunting resi stor 1-Ta.S reduced belolr a cti tical value which 
seemed to depend on the anitter volt.age. An 80 microfa.fa_d capacitor Has 
placed across t he power supply to f acilitate measurement s, and within a few 
I 
moments the unit was destroyed due t o discharge of the fapacitor through 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
L 
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the collector. Hany a t t empt ;;; to re- set the contacts f'l.iled to yield com-
par·able results . 
widely Spaced G_ontacts: 
The di mensions of the e.rea of inter-action wer e exyf ored by placing the 
I 
emitter contact at distances from the collector r ang:ing lup t o 0 .015 i nches. 
Results i{ere recor ded in tenus of -,rhether there was any reaction :in the 
collector circuit regardless of po1..rer loss or gain. A typ:ica~ spacing is 
i 
shown in Figure 39. The contact s are 0.0045 inches in q:imaeter, and the 
separation is estimated as 0 .012 inches., 
I 
A change of 1 volt in the emitte 
volt.?.ge produced a change in the collector current of 1l5 ma., or a trans-
conductance of 1500 micramhos. Some effect was noted up to 0.015 inches 
. I 
separation. '£he a r r angements shown in Figures 37 and 381 in 11bich one con-
I 
tact was on t he face of the ge·:munium and one on the edge , al so produced 
inter-action at large separations . 
Negative Resistance Slope: 
An exper:irnental unit was constructed 1-rbich had t he d .. c. character istics 
shown in Figure 56 . '£his unit was operated in the negative r esistance 
I 
I 
slope region by t he use of a. balla.s.~ seri es resistor. The resul t ::1 of the 
first test are shmm in Figure 57. Changing the value of the en tter volt-
1 _,.,_, 
age resulted in t he poin t of inflection occurring a t a lower value of col-
I 
lector voltage , t he shape of the curve remaining genere:lly the same. 'l'he 
stable curve could be r e-traced repeatedly under continuous opera.tion. 
I 
Smn..'nercial Transis t ors: 
On • arch 11, 1949, t he l-Tr:i t er obtained six Transistors made by Bell 
I 
Telephone Laboratories. The stabilizing wax was dissolted out of one unit 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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microphotogra.hs :made of the cons t r uction. The carton for each unit con-
tains data on the opti tnmn emitter curr·ent, collector current , and insertion 
gain. The do.ta sheet a ccompanying t he shipment contains t he following in-
"Insertion po-.rer gain of t he tremsistor is defined as t he ratio of 
the o;.;-er developed in a given load with t he trs.n sistor inserted 
between thE! generat or and the load , t o the power developed in t he 
same loP.d by the $ame generRt or but ifith the transi s tor remov ed ." 
"The i nserti on :t , in figure inclu~s t he g~:dn of approxi mately 10 db 
due to t he impeda.l'lCe misma tch in operating -'~he bebreen a 520 ohm 
gen ere.tor and !.". 20,000 ohm load. 11 
11 '!'i<.e lo, d resi ::< tance RL i s 20,000 ohms . The best. lM.tcb.ing load i s 
not determined for ea ch unit." 
ttThe exciting s i gnal from a 5000-cycle- per--second os cillator i s .3 
v olt PJ:-1:8 for the~1e tests . It is l'!.lways kept small enough to ~Jre­
v ent gross distortion of output wave fo1~ on t he scope s creen. 
The gener~tor internal irn;:>ede.nce i s approximatel y 520 ohms ." 
Dat a avail:::.ble on 23 units i s t abulated below: 
Table III 
Serial l u..mber Insertion Gai n (db) Ie(ma) Ic (ma. ) 
A266N 35.5 +1.0 - 2.9 
A279N 24.6 ... 1.0 - 2 .• 0 
A285N 22 .8 +1.0 - 2.1 
A2S7N 24.2 +1.5 - 4 . 0 
A290N 27 . 5 +0.35 -1.8 
A305N 25.4 +0 ... 35 - 2 . 5 
A316N 24 .6 -+0 .7 -1. 8 
A322N 32. 0 +1.65 - 3 . 8 
A322Nl 24.6 t-1.1 - .3 . 2 
A326N 26 . 4 +0 . 8 
- 2. 3 
f1329N 29 .9 +1.5 - 4.0 
A.334N 2.3 . 4. +0 .7 - 3.5 
A336H 25. 4 +1 . 2 - 2.9 
A33?N 23 .8 +-0 . 5 -1.7 
A34.3N 26. 2 +1.5 - 2 .7 
A349N 32 . 0 ~1. 2 - 3. 0 
A356N 26.1 ~0 . 8 - 1 . 9 
A359N 23 .8 +-1.65 -1.5 
A360N ~,- ? r-:J•- +1 . 0 - 4 . 0 
A.364N 24. 2 +1.4 - 4 . 0 
.ft.Nl647 30 . 2 +() . 57 - 2 . 0 
AN21 26.,6 t9~·~g -~ · AN2 2 • - . 
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The l ast three units listed were shi ... ped -y;i t hi n t ht-ee i-reeks of the re-
ceipt of the nr der a t a uni t price of $14.40 each. 
Transformer Coupled Blocking Oscillator: 
Since a very short time remained between the receipt of the Transistors 
and the due date of this thesi s , · i t rras deexned advisable to inves tiga te 
specia l applications r a t her than those T..rbich had already been reported or 
demonstrated, such as radio and audio frequency 8...i'llplification, r adio and 
audio f r equ ency oscilla tion, and detection--ai:nplification. The circuit of 
Figure 59 was used for e. typical blocking oscilla.tor, except that the input 
time constant was in t he bia s return instead of the control circuit as is 
customary in va cuum tube circuits . 'l'ypical vre..ve forms obt ained for va rious 
values of bia s are shown in Figure 6o. 
Simple R-G Oscillat or: 
An err or in connecting a rnulti-vibra.tor circuit led to the oscilla.tor 
circuit shown in Figure 61 which gave the wave fon~s shown in Figure 62. 
Several different units gave similar results in t he circuit . The action is 
a. consequence of the r eflex trans-conductance discussed in the theoretica.l 
section of this pa.per, and indicates a lindting factor on the use of the 
Tr ansistor as an ampl~g ele;•nent. 
This sine wave oscillator gave an output -of 20 volts r.:lll.s across a loa d 
of 10 1000 ohms, or 40 millhre.tts. It dr e1; 2 ma .. a.t 60 volts, or 0 .21 -w-atts. 
This i s an efficiency of 33%. Some units were critical as to collector 
voltage,. One unit oscillated a t a frequency about four t imes t hat of most 
of the units. 
Apolied Heat : 
In ELl1Y of t he oscille.tor circuits used with the commercial Transistors, 
I 
I 
I 
a. 
a. 
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application of heat to the case of the unit resulted in a gr~dual decrease 
of amplitude of oscillation and finally in complete loss of output . As the 
unit w~s cooled by blow~ng on i t, oscill. tion was rest ored. It had previ-
ously been observed on so~e of the experimental units that the collector 
current could be changed as much as a milli ampere by merely blowing on the 
unit. There apparently 1-ras no pe!W3nent change in character istics by the 
application of sufficient heat to stop oscillation. 
Photo-electric Effect: 
In view of the kno-wn photo- el ectric effects of some se:ni-conductors , a 
commercial Tra.'Ylsistor was checked by shining a pen light into t he small hol 
in the si de of the case. The semi-translucent wax 'l-iaS still in pl ace, In 
the case of an amplifier, there wa.s e_ momentary surge in the output as t he 
light was flicked back and forth across the opening. In the case of oscil-
1 l ators , t here was a momentary shift of frequency. The light intensity 
reaching the surface of the gennanium 'vas quite small due to the wax and 
t he low intensity source used in this experiment. 
Fortvard and Back Resistances: 
Forward . 
t91 115 
#2 110 
#3 140 
#4 140 
#5 240 
Enitter: 
Back . Fonm.rd 
150,000 2000 
14,000 1900 
s;,ooo 2000 
22,000 2000 
7,000 2000 
Forwax·d and Back Resistances 
Table IV 
Emitter Voltage Reversal, . 
Collector : 
Back 
270,000 
20 , 000 
24,000 
26 ,000 
36 ,000 
It has been pointed ou·.t that the magnitudes and directions of the mesh 
~- o. 
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voltages existing in the TransiBtor ar e suc!1 a s to produce ~L~ost equal and 
opposite effects in the input circuit. This eff ect has been experimentally 
verified by the operation of a unit beyond its normal operating range . For 
the unit under investigation, th~ point of inflection occurred at 47 volts 
on the collector in the break ... out directi on and 37.8 volts in the recovery 
direction . The effects were equal e.t. a.pproximately 38 volts after break-
over into controlled negative resistance slope operation. Table V gives 
the results. 
·&J.volts) .Mvolts) 
-22 +0. 34 
-30 ;-0.32 
-40 +0.29 
-46 +0.25 
(Tripped over at 47 volts) 
-38 o.oo 
-38.3 
-40 
Ie(ma . ) 
1.4 
1.9 
2.4 
3.5 
10.0 
13 .. 0 
18.0 
Reflex Trans-conductance 
Table V 
Ie(ma . ) 
1.0 
1~3 
1.6 
2.4 
12.0 
J 
VI 
1"'V ALUATION 
Preface; 
The field of potential application for Trans i s tors can be divided 
r oughly into three areas : 
1. Substitution: in existing vacuu.rn tube circuits ,. Such substi.tution I 
I 
does not necesse.rily mean direct repl acement in the original circuit but in1 1 
eludes such modification of constants e~d parameters a s a re necessary to 
a.ccommoda.te the characteristics of th~ Transistor, 
2. lvJ:arginal Competition; with exis ting vacuum tube functi ons .. In car-
t a in applications one advantage of the T1~nsistor, such as size, may out-
;.;eight a deficiency, such a s power output. 
3. Unique Applic~_tions; for which va cuum tubes e.:re not suited. 
Applice..tions 1 an d 2 above cover the entire field of low- power elec-
tronics , and a. tabula tion of the many applica t i ons of va cuum and gaseous 
discharge tubes 'Will not contribute to the value of this paper. It 1i,.ill be 
assumed tha t those interested in the applica tions of Transistors 1idll al-
ready be skilled in the electronic art. Theref ore , a ttention 1dll be di-
rected towar d an evaluation of the Transi stor in terms of current electronic 
practices. 
Chara.cter-lstics: 
In t he tabula tions and dis cussions to follow, it ;~11 be necessary to 
extrapola te the 1-rri tert s present knowledge of Transistor char acteristics to 
include no.,., only thom features 1-rhich have been per sona lly observed or re-
port;x~ in the li t e re.ture , but al so certain logical extensions of effects 
I 
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which ma.y be subj ected t o control during t he course of future r esear ch. It 
is a l so r easonable to assume th-'lt unpublished r esea rch being intensivel y 
conducted by -various or ge..niz.a tions alr eady has r esulted in the observe>.tion 
of additional effects beyond those r eported here. 
The char acteristics will be pr esented in t wo categories: a.dvantages and j 
disadvantages . It will be noted that t he same effect may, in a number of 
cases, be lis ted in both groups . The essence of good engineering i s to turn 
an apparent disadvantaee into an advantage by circuit technique or new ap-
plications~ The f actors in each category are arranged roughly in decreasin~i 
order of importance, and it is a s sumed that satisfactory methods of mass I 
production will be -vrorked out . I 
A. Advantages: 
1, Small Size: 
The dimens ions of the present embodiment have reached or ex-
ceeded the point o.f diminishing return until other circuit elements, pe.rti-
cularly batt er i es , have been radically reduced in size. F·or s :pecial appli- .r 
ca tions , the active elements in the Transistor would require a volQme .only 
one tenth the pr esent size . 
2. Light 'eight: 
The .. reight of currently ava.ilabl e units i s negligible compared 
with other circuit components, the chassis, and the po·~rer supply. 
3 • . Low Power Consumption: 
For applica tions not limited by power out put, available units 
indic~te that certaL~ conditions a r e possible in which the performance in 1 ~ I' function of the input po1-rer. Selection and!1 
I 
terms of insertion gain is not a 
I 
J. 
II 
I! 
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further research may yield units operating effectively from new types of 
pow·er supplies. There is nc po1•er requirement comparable to t he filament 
palTer in usual vacuum tubes~ 
4· High Power Efficiency: 
High collector efficiency co;nbined ui th lol-l power consu..rnption 
yields lm.Y power supply ret:~.uirements to giv e the r equired perfo rmance . 
2~ Low Heat Dissipation: 
The combination of items 3 and L:, results in low heat loss . This I 
I 
f o.ctor can be of controlling importance in computers which involve great 
numbers of units~ 
6. Low Supply Voltage: 
Power supply size is frequently deterr.dned by voltage rather 
tha.n power require;ae:nts . Low supply voltage perr..a.its a choice of batteries 
to be made. 
7. Quick Action: 
Publicity has stressed "imraediate" action without heating tim.e. 
Hhile this is not strictly so, time lags of 0 .. 2 seconds may be classed as 
"immedi a te 11 in many applications. 
8. Perrna.nence: 
Hhen opera ted within lind ts of current, val t!:ige , and temperature~ 
II 
I 
the units appear to have indefinite life. 
Thzr~tron Action: 
I 
i 
I 
In t1~ggered applications ~ith suitable over-load protection, 
-excellent relay-type action may be obtained .. 
1P~. Photo-sensitivity: 
The control characteristics are subject to modification by 
I L_ 
. p .95. 
light incident on the surface of the semi-conductor at the point of 
of the electrode. The effects appear to have a short ti.lJle constant. 
11. Therrno-sensi ti vi ty; 
contae~~~­
~~ 
The output current can be changed by the application of heat 
to t he semi-conductor. The effect is subject to the heat capacitance of 
the system. 
12. High D.C. Trans-conductance: 
This effect differs from the thyratron action in that the con-
trol electrode retains controi over the high Gm portion of the characterls-
tic. For l arger ranges of central voltage, a hy, terisis loop i s formed. 
13. Regeneration: 
The reflex trans-conductance yields a. regenerntive f actor whicl-, 
makes possible a controlled oscillation 'fTith a min:i.:mum of circuitry. 
14.. Low Input Ca:oacitance; 
Applications may be found in vrhich a low resistive component 
of input i.mpedance Tiay be tolerated provided the capacitive component is 
small .. 
15 •. He~b.epical St ability;.: 
Hechanical s"Utbili ty Ca.t."1 be achieved because of the small mass 
of t he contact s, small rot9.tional moments about the point of contact attach 
1 
ment, s-arfe.ce friction of the etched ger:Jlanium, and the use of wax: fillers 
after adjust ment. 
16. Low Input Im.ped~nce : 
Low impedance driving sources may be matched without the use 
of a.ddi tional components. 
I 
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17 •. High Noise Factor: 
A controllable source of J ohnson-type noi s e having a large 
output signal i s applicable to test equipment and s pecial synthetic sound 
devices. 
18. Va.riety: 
It is a.ssumed that the variety of effects and chr..r a.cteristics 
observed ~~11. be expanded and brought under cont~ol for the production of 
various typen of standardized units. 
19. Cost: 
~ae to the small amount of ma terial actually involYed in the 
phenomenon, mass production units may be developed i-rhich can be made for 
costs which would become negligible in comparison. with the costs of cir-
cuitry. In many a.;_)plications, cost of a specialized device is not e. factor . 
20. Availability: 
Hass production methods ma.y increas e t he availability of the 
semi-conductor a s well a s make units generally availe.bl e .. 
B. Disadva.ntRges: 
L . High Noise Factor: 
The t hreshhold of signals v.rhich can be amplified is determined 
by the rdgh noise f actor, which is about 60 db above Johnson noise for t he 
same input impedance. 
2. Low Power Output: 
Ha:xi.rnum pot.fer output is the pri.mary f actor delineating the fiel 
of competition of Transistors "'i th vacuum tubes~ 
.h... Lmv Voltage Gain; 
Dynamic voltage gain is lo'\-r compared with the d . c . Gm obtained 
I 
I 
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4. Lillli t ed Voltage Input Hrmge: 
The highly r estricted ~oltuge i.nput r ange limits the nwnber of 
units whi ch can be cascaded above noise threshhold to t hree st ages . 
Appreciable amounts of power :must be supplied by t he input sig-
nal source. High i mpedance or long tirn.e constant input circui tu will be 
short-ci rcuited by the forwe.rd resistance of the emttsr., 
6. In-out-Output Impedance Hatio: 
I mpedance transformation from a high output impedance t o a low 
input impedance is required for opt~m performance of cascaded units . Thi 
may be a ccoi!rpli shed by ne·w circuitry. 
7. lnstqbility: 
Currently obtai nable units exhibit excessive electrical i nsta-
bilit y due :t,o externally a.:.Jplied heat , overload, and photo-sensitivity. 
Heating due to internal currents easily initiates a self-
destructive r egenerative cycl e. 
9 . Reg~meration: 
'l'he r eflex- transconductance l imits the available gain in certai 
types of applications. 
Changes i n ambient tempera.tm·e a t t he high end of the tempera-
ture scale have a profound effect on operating cl~racteristics . 
11. Photo-Sensi tiv;i ty: 
Units mus t be _shielded from strong lights, particularly if t he 
light source is intensity modulated~ 

I 
A. Amplification: 
1• Audio Frequency Ampli fication: 
Amplification of signals frolll a 1& ... • i..1II.l)edance source to a high 
impedance load offers the best possibilities., Cascaded 'I.Ulits require im-
pedance sat-dow bet1-raen stages, which may be accomplished by iron-cored 
transformers. Impedance matching net--w-orlcs may be used over a band of fre- 1 
quencies. Direct coupled amplifiers -w-ould require only moderate over-all I 
voltages due to the low vol t a.ge requirements of t he individual unit s. Ran- I 
dom noise will limit the minimum input signal,. 
.. 
The most promising applica tion is telephon~ line amplifiers used as 
intermediate booster a..11plifiers or to raise the output J.A•:el at particula r 
loca tions , such e.s noi sy surroundings. The loH po>rer requirements can be 
fed over the line, t hereby reducing m.aintainance problems and power fail-
ures from local supplies . Under-wa ter cables and :. telegraph boosters also 
f all in this group . 
Other promising uses a r e: biological and psychiatric research , combi-
na tion microphone amplifiers and transmitters, miniature recorders, phono-
graph pick-up amplifiers, and , eventually, rninia ture radio sets for ci vilia 
and Nilita:cy use including proximity fuse type applications. 
2. D. C. Amplifiers: 
Apparently rauch greater gain is realizable at slow D.C. changes 
than at even 10 a~p.s. Carefully controlled operating points can yield ex- 1 
tremely high amplifications. 
Servo-type circuits include frequency control , gain Control, 
cur r ent and vol t~:?.g '" r egulators , and control of mechanical servo-mechanisms . 
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and ins trumentation. j 
3. Photo-con trolled Amplif i er: 1j 
Special designs of Transi stors for conversion and amplification I' 
of modulated light signa.l.s or as combi ned r elays and photo-ceJl3 for photo- ! 
control of servo- meclwnisms appear possible . 
4• Mse Amplifier; 
The peak pouer output of the Transist or , when operated under 
loH duty cycle pulsed serv i ce, can greatly exceed the normal dissipation 
ratings for continuous duty. 
~. 
The lack of phase r eversal through the Transi,stor can be an 
advantage or disadvantage in many circuits. 
5. Radi ation-sensitive Am:plifien>: 
The known effects of photo-sensitivity and modulation of con ... 
duction by bombardment suggest t hat a combination r adi ation-sensitive and 
head amplifier unit might be designed i n the form of a single specialized 
Transistor unit. 
6. Radio Frequency Amplifier: J 
On ~~rrent units, the gai n begins to f all off at about one mega 
cycle and is negligible at ten megacycles ., Sa.tisfactozy performance at 
broadcase band frequenciea has been demonstrated . Input noise limit s the 
minimum ueable signal.. Tapped chokes and various confi gu.ratiops of pi 
matching networks offer neat solutions to impedance matching• 
~uniature radio sets for civllian and militar.y applications are 
indicated., ~feight and power requirements are controlling factors in rocket 
and balloon resea~ch equipment. 
I -----J~-- --- ---- -----==== =L·.lOl. 
-- , ---7~~ermal-controll~d Amplifier: i1 
The observed therm.al effects might be made the bas of inet:ru- i 
mentation for telemetering by a shift in oscillator frequency. 
8., 1tlide Band Amplifier: 
Transistor input and out put im.ped?. nces are of the order of usua I 
wide band 8lllplifier inter- stage impedances . Filter designs om teminate in 
1
1 
the contact impedances . Useful signal levels are confined betw.~en amplifiel 
noise level and maximum power output. ~· 
Cable booster ampli fiers and di s tribution feeders appear feas-
ible . Lack of phase reversal removes one restriction on the choice of nurn-
ber of stuges in non-symmetrical signals such as televisi cr: t. 
B. Miscellaneous Applications : 
1 . Impedance Transfonner: 
The input-to-output-impedance r atio o-ffers a method for obtain-
ing pm-ier gain simultaneous with im.pedance trans f ormation from a low imped.-
ance source to a high impedance load . 
A dynamic phonograph pick-up could be matched to the grid of a 
va cuum tube power s t -;1.ge with sufficien t gain without the use of either trans 
fonner or voltage amplif i er s t e.ge . 
2 . _Multi ple- electrode Control& 
Future r esearch may disclose a method for use of multiple con-
t acts oper ating agai nst a co1mnon coll ector so as to permit mi:x:ing of input 
signals or combinations of activating and inhibi ting s1 ,g,n t:!.ls to contr ol the 
collector cir~uit. 
T,he ,;,3Coria'inentioned functions would be useful in the s imula -
tion of nerve cell circuitry and in calculating machines . 
---====~}==========~===-~ 
3. Noise Generator: 
The nwhite noise" output of the Transistor can supplant the 
noise diode used in measuring equipment and the shot effect gas diodes used 
in synthetic speech generators which are a necessary part of the newer pro-
posed methods of communications by coded signals .• 
4. Phase-controlled Thyratron : 
Hi th sui table collecto1· current . limiting; the ami t ter can be 
used t o initiate a thyratron action which ccm be made the basis of a phase-
shift control .of output pm>l'er f or small power requir:,ments. The controlled 
pm-rer could subsequently be amplified to the required level by conventional 
vacuum tube amplifiers . 
;. Trig~ered Relay: 
The thyratron action referred to e.bove can safely hvndle suf-
ficient current to drive a pm·rer r el(.;.y by the application of a small signal 
to t~e emitter circuit . Alternating curre~t cf self clearing systems must 
be used in the collector ci::-cui t in order for the unit to recover control. 
C. O.seillati on: 
1 . Blocking Oscillator: 
Conventional circuits and applicati ons appear feasible. An in-
put time constant circuit is not needed if a eo~~on bias resis tor, well by-
passed , is used . 
In addition to the usual wave £arms, it i s found possible to 
adjust pulse vidth over a wide range by bias time constant control . This 
feature i s useful in pulse delay circuits~ and in pulse shaping. 
2 • . Au1 tt:-vibrator: 
Characteristic wave forms can be obtained from two units con-
P. l02. 
nected in a conventional multi-vibrator circuit. The phases of the feed-
back circuits r emain the same for both units, each unit merely acting as a 
pulse ~~plifier for the other. Individual control of time constants is 
available. 
3. Reflex 'l'rans-conductance Oscillator; 
Due t o like phases relationslups on emitter and collector, a 
stablEl oscillator can be made by r!lerely capaci tively coupling the electrodes! 
together 'Hi th sufficient i.mpedance in each circuit. 
This circuit has not yet been t.ried at radio frequencies. At 
audio frequencies, a sa.tisfactory wave f orm is obtained with excellent powe 
efficiency.. This oscillator can for.n the basis for frequency modulation of 
a carrier by the application of heat or light to a special design of 
Transistor. 
4· Transformer Coupled Oscillatorc 
Audio and low re.dio frequency tre.nsformer coupled oscillators 
appear to respond in much the sa.'D.e fashion as vacuum tube oscillators. The 
usual low power applications are indicated. 
2· Parasitic Oscillator: 
Occasional effects have been noted during experiments and re- . 
1 corded in connection with diodes which indicate that the semi-conductor unit 
c~, under certain as yet undefined circ'QJnstances 1 oscillate 1-r.ithin itself 
at high frequencies Hhich are no t subject to the circuit pa-rameters . If 
this effect can be brought under control, it migbt be made the basis of 
super-.regenerative amplification. 
~~-
1 
.\ 
II 
II . 
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D. Pulse Generation and Control: 
1. Blocking Oscillator: I 
synchronizaj The usual pulse wave shapes , control of vTidths, and 
tion as are fa~liar in the vacuum tube art are present in the use of 
Transistors. 
2. Clipper-amplifier: 
The emitter f'onns a na.tural cl i pper for pulses of t he proper 
polarity. However, a. serious difficulty arises from the f act t hat pulses 
are not inverted betvreen st ages. Therefore other means must be t aken to 
produce inverted clipping, or "cathode-followe:rn circuits employed in order 
to obtain the necessary phase inversion. 
3. Coincidenc_e Detectors: 
If one of the control pulses is applied to the emitter in posi-
tive polarity and the second pulse i s appli ed to the collector with negativE 
polarity, a coincidence detector is formed which requires no stand-by power. 
Thi s feature is applicable to interrigated equipment s and to 
supervisory control systems. 
4· Counters : 
Osci llators of the blocking or reflex t rans-conductance type 
may be used to count do"~>m an input pulse repetiti on ra·te . The low input im-
pedance would seem to preclude the use of integrating type counter s. 
5. :t>iulti-vibra.tors: 
Adjustable pulse -width combined •ri th adjustable delay can be 
achieved b,y the use of a multi-vibrator circuit in the conventional fashion. 
___ L_ 
6., Smf"C.ooth Generator: 
A combination of time constants can be found for the r eflex 
II 
I' 
I 
trans-conductance oscillator which will produce a sa:wt,ooth 1fa.ve. The 1 . ·t I J.ID.~ s, 
of control for shape and synchronization have not been e:x;plored. 
E.. Sigpal 1 edification and Control: 
1. Detector-aruplifier: 
The ero.itter contact £'unctions •; s a normal diode bhsed for con-
ductlon simultaneously 1-d.th its control of collector current. As such, it 
will perform the usual functions of detection of amplitude modulated waves. 
\!t'th suitable circuitry, the modulation voltage developed in the emitter 
circuit appeart'l i n the collector circuit · as an a:mplifieG ~:>ign.al. 
2. Discrirr.ina t or: 
IJ 
I 
I 
!f b lanced units ce.n be selected for· both their diode and gain I 
characteristics , a.s 1N35 diodes are matched, circuits for the detection of I 
frequency and phas e module. ted sie,ne.ls can be made 1-rhi.ch Will have much I 
rdgher output t han those now avail able. 
3. Freauency Hultipliers: 
The frequency of a sym.'1letrical triangular ·wave can be multiplied 
by passing it through a series of full wave rectifiers, an.d accepting a loss j 
at each stage . The use of Transistors for the elements of the full wave 
rectifier circuit would result in raising the poHe:ti a t the same time that 
the frequency was being raised . 
This method is particularly attractive fo:;:· use in light-;.ieight 
rocket and be.lloon borne equipment. 
Jl 
I 
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L. Gates and Swit ches : 
Switching and gating functions can be pel'fonned by the use of 
control plllses a c is commonly dcme. No stand-by po er i s r equired . This 
feature makes the us e of Transistors unusually attractive in the fiel d of 
calcula ting machines . 
5 • . Uodula tors : 
Non-linear mi.."Cing of signals for the cr ea tion of modulation 
product s can be achieved in the Transis tor with high efficiency. This 
function ehould find ready applica tion in miniature r adio equipment for the 
Services . 
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ABSTRACT 
The Transistor i s a new device employing a. semi- conductor base material 
in conjunction with multiple point contacts to perform many of the functions 
of vacuum. tubes . Although the unit is still in an embryonic stage , its many 
I 
I advantages offer incentive for research. 
A con,renient subject cross- file for analysis of reference data i s des- ~~ 
c~ib€d. The history of runplifying crystals is outlined for the period be-
ginning 192.3 to June, 1948. An analogy is draw between the commercial his-\ 
tory of previous inventions end the present status of tbe Transistor. II 
The history and publicity accorded the Transistor are presented, and 
I 
analyzed in terms of its potential acceptance as a cooo~nercial electronic 
component. Recently reported developments ~~d public demonstrations are 
discussed . Sketches and .r~icro-photographs show the details of contacts and 
1 
I 
germanium wafers as currently produced . Size is compared with ~ts.ndard com- \ 
ponents. Possibilities for mass production are considered .. 
I 
A brief su~ry of t he theory of conduction in semi-conductors is given I 
as a basis for the theory of Transistor action .. An analogy to space charge I 
control is offered. Transistor action is described and typical results pre- I 
seuted. Analysis of the action by the use of tot.:ll derivativ-es shows that I 
I 
the reflex trans-conductanc~ term describes ~ effect w~ch c~~ cause the 
voltage across.the input tenninals to reverse and throw the unit into are-
generative state· of operation. The methot.r• of dimensional G.nalysis are em-
played to investigate the possible combina.tiou.5 oi parameters which can oc-
cur. It is found that free cr~rge cannot be one of these parameters. 
==~~.----~~~=-=-=-==-==================================================================~~~k===== 
The trans-conductance is seen to be a function of the collector L.n.pedairce. 
Experiments on the construction of Transistors from. 1N34 ge:rmaniu::n 
diode parts are described. Microphotographs show the stages of assembly. 
Test equipment and procedures are described~ Typical circuits and results 
are give in die.grams and graphs. It is found that units suitable for low 
performance applications can be assembled satisfactorily on an experimental 
basis. 
Characteristics. of t wenty-tJ:!..ree comillereial units are tabulated and are 
found to disperse widely on a scatter diagram. Performance of units in vari 
ous circuits i s analyzed . A simple R- C oscillator circuit, based on the 
presence of like phase at input and output 1 is investigated and found to 
have interesting and useful properties. The reversal of emitter voltage is 
experimentally verified. 
The potential applications of Transistors are evaluated in terms of 
known and anticipated characteristics . Twenty advantages and fifteen dis-
advantages are briefly summarized in decreasing order of importance. Cir-
cuit functions are divided into five generic groups. Within each group the 
specific type of circuit is discussed in terms of Transistor characteristics .. 
Any predominantly .advantageous specific applications are mentioned. 
~ bibliograp~ of fifty-nine references on Transistors is appended . 
